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Candidates meet students

Tuition hike action, increasing diversity become major issues
By Heather Rowe
to meet the needs of the students. diversity general education proThe first of a series of discusSpartichino and Seale are the posal. ''This will not increase the
sions with the student body presi- only candidates that are fighting number of general education redent and vice president candidates the tuition hike:Spartichino says quirements, but will offer an optook place in Stoke Hall Wednes- that the increase is "retroactive tion in diversity," said McCabe.
day, updating students on cam- and illegal" and he is bringing the They, too, advocate the diversity
paign developments and candi- University to court. ·
center, but want to make sure it ·
date positions on campus issues.'
"We have to protect the stu- will benefit the entire student
At the open forum, aptly dents against fl!-ture increases in . body.
billed "Meet the Candidates fees and tuition," student body
All three tickets are against
Night", students learned of the presidential candidate Brian the proposed consolidation of the
dissolution of the Spartichino- McCabe said.
university police with the DurKra use · ticket.
Randy
They are in favor of a tuition ham police. Spartichino says the
Spartichino' s former running cap which will not allow the Uni- university police have a better
mate, Miranda Krause, withdrew versity to increase fees or tuition rapport with the student~ than the
from the race Tuesday night be- midsemester. This will force the Durham police. ''The UNH police
cause of personal reasons.
state to come up with alternate are trained to deal with the stu"The election committee sus- forms of funding. McCabe and dents," Varney said. The students
pended the election rules to let me Elek's main objective, ifelected, is need the option of going through
have a new running mate," ex- to get the students to realize that the university conduct system of
.plained Spartichino.
they have an active role in their the Durham court system. "This
His new vice presidential education and they want to ap- may be eliminated if the two forces
candidate is Andrew Seale. Seale peal to all students to promote consolidated," Varney added.
was unable to attend the meeting changes.
·
All the candidates also agreed
because he had a prior engageThe Affirmative Action plan .that a student lobbyist was needed
ment.
toincrease diversity on campus is in Concord. to represent the stuTheultimategoaloftheSpar- , backed by all three tickets.
dent body.
tichino-Sealeticket is to "empower
"Only 2.9% of the student
One interesting question
the students."
body is comprised of minorities. brought up by one of the roughly
"The students are the univer- These statistics are disgusting," thirty students attending the
sity," says Spartichino.
Varney said. Palton added that meeting, asked how they (the
The recent midsemester tui- 51 % of the student body is female candidates) plan to increase the
tion increase has become a major but less that 30% of the faculty is 15.2 million ' endowment fund.
campaign issue.
comprised of women. Varney They sat down with Interim PresiBill Dalton and Kim Varney says, ''The proposed multi-cul- dent Gus Kinnear that day to disare following in "'t he footsteps of tural center is incentive for diver- cuss the issue of the alumni. All Students burned their mid-semester tuition bills during a protesfin
Mike Desmarais and Chris sity but you can't expect miracles." the candidates basically had the front of Thompson Hall yesterday (Mike Pamham, photo).
Sterndale by not fighting the tui''The only way diversity is same answer: the alumni don't
tion increase. According to Var- . going to increase on cam pus is if know, the situation on campus and
ney, fighting the tuition increase the students · want it to," com- they need to be informed · about
will cause cutbacks in funding and 1 mented Spartichino. He also . the needs of the students.
possible elimination of such stu- advocated the proposed MultiThe next "Meet the Candi- ,.
dent services as SHARPP and the Cultural Center but is not sure dates" is scheduled for April 9th
TASK center. If elected, their goal where the funding will come from. at 7:00 in the MUB.
vance as possible."
By April Tteshinsky Jacobs
is to work with the administration
McCabe and Elek support the
. Midsemester tuition bills
According to Fleming, the
b.u rned to ash in front of T-Hall university was not as effective as
while students hoorayed and it should have been in its efforts to
cheered with ea<th additional $300 notify students about the tuition
bill thrown into the flaming bar- hike. Heming said many students
By Keny J. Fortier
senate adequately represents their Garthwaite.
rel.
were misled by the January bill,
"Do you feel the student sen- concerns, then ch~nges will be
The goal of the senate is to
The crowd / gave attorney which they thought was a firm
ate of UNH in its current form made for the next semester.
accurately represent the student Patrick Heming undivided atten- contract.
adequately and effectively repreJonathan Garthwaite, chair- body. Many students do not be- tion when he announced he would
State Representative Mike
sents your concerns?"
man of the SAFC (Student Activ- lieve the senate is fulfilling this be filing a class action suit on behalf Weddle spoke at the rally and
Everyone will have a chance ity Fee Council), initiated the pro- goal, said Garthwaite. He hopes of the students, but the angry stu- voiced his concerns that educato answer this question on the posal that the senate consider the proposed question will "give dents heckled Student Body Vice- tion in New Hampshire was part
election ballot for Student Body adding this question on the ballot. the student body some input as to President Chris St.erndale when of an unbalanced budget.
President and Vice President if it
''There are enough people how the senate is run."
he defended the student senate's
According to Rep. Weddle,
is passed by the senate this Sun- who are questioning that system
Some senators believe that actions.
the state educational system is not
day e¥ening.
(student senate) that. it is neces- changing the system would not be
The mid semester tuition hike an accurate reflection of the perIf the question is added to the sary to ask everybody what they beneficial. "It could take away went into effect for the spring capita income of the state. While
referendum, the students will have think. Many people believe that from any type of authority the semester of 1990. Stuqents were New Hampshire remains at the
. the power of changing the senate the student senate is a reflection of students have," said Dan Prats, expected to pay their bills by April bottom of the educational barrel,
system. If the majority of students the UNH Administration," said Student Life chairman.
its per-capita income is on~~of the
1.
vote that they do not believe the
Attorney Fleming said the highest in the nation.
bills paid for the spring semester
Rep. Weddle referred to the
on January 4 did not do an ade- chancellor's office as one area that
quate job of notifying students they needs to be examined for cost trimwere not paying a final bill. This ming, particularly a $30,000 hous-_
lack of notification is part of where ing allowance given to the c:hanthe students' case against the uni-. cellor as part of a 'salary package'.
versity system lies.
Rep. Weddle said the reasoning
Fleming said the basis for the behind the allowance is the exsuit has to do with both "timing pensive nature of seacoast housand effectiveness."
ing, but questioned it by asking,
The university handbook "Aren't students being hit with
states, ''The univer~ity reserves the this?"
right to ad just charges for such
Rep. Weddle recognized the
items as tuition, board, student situation as part of a complex
fees, and room rent. Such changes
will be announced as far in adTUITION HIKE, PAGE 12
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'students rally
against tuition ·hike ·

Senate's value may·be questioned

Garthwaite proposes refer~"ndum in reponse to concerns

Inside:

Laurie Anderson
mystifies at the ·
Orpheum, see page 22
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Co ur ag eo us co lle gi an co nq ue rs co un tle ss . cli mb s
By Michelle Adam

Itis Wedne sday in the middle
ofthen ight. Thecam pusisas leep.
There are no images on television
screens and most stereos in the
dorms are turned off. Diamo nd
library is closed and the compu t. ers have been shut off. Studen ts·
are either asleep or studyin g quietly behind closed shades. •
Outsid e, however, like a cat
that wakes up in the middle ~f the
night, UNH junior Mark Holton
is out and about, looking for an
advent ure. Tonigh t he climbs
Williamson Hall, a ten-story dorm
that is a greater challenge than
most o_f the buildin gs on campu s.
· He.climbs withou t.a rope or
gadget, his hands searching for
every crevice or crag in the wall,
as.his feet push him offto a higher
floor. Holton tests his concentration and agility with every movement. · ·
He reache s the long glass
windo w that looks into the 8th
floor hallway. One fe~ale who
happen s to be in the hallwa y
catche ssighto JHolton. Shegas ps
·anhe face of the studen t behind
'the glass with half a mustache
and dark brown ringlets hangin g
in his face.
"Don't . jump! Are you alright?" .screams the girl. as the
· other. studen ts poke their heads
out of their rooms to see what the
·commo tion is all -a bout. .
_;- -'t ,tJwou1cin'thavecome.upt-his
· ...for jµ_st, Jpj un;ip,, . thip~s_!-Io,lt?,n.
He climb~ up .to the . next floor
before the girl has a chance to
open ·up ·the windo w and send
him crashing to the ground . The
studen ts run up to the 9th floor to
get -a glimps e of the climbi ng
student.
·: · That ·was one of the -more

Holton can't climb a buildin g, he
. finds other ways to maneu ver
himself around campu s that an
average studen t would n't do.
Holton finds the , under ground world just as fascinating

as the world above ground . He Holton. "Too criminal an act to
pointed out all the pattern s of admit I do repeatedly!" he said.
Holton has also enjoye d
melted snow on campu s that are
g the Portsm outh drawwaterclimbin
hot
and
steam
above the
tunnels. It's a great way to.travel bridge , the 1-95 bridge and the
from one class to anothe r, said Memp his Tennes see bridge over
the Mississippi river .
. "Cops have only chased me
three times," said Holton. He has
becom e an expert at avoidin g the
police and security guards .
Holton recalls falling 25 feet
from the Foss Farm water tower
on a rainy evening, but not getting
inju'r ed. Althou gh Holton has
experienced other close calls, his
concen tration and coordi nation
have made him a survivo r of his
advent ures.
Holton has never needed to
travel to other. countr ies to find
excitement. He's lived in Dover
for most of.his life. As a kid he said
he climbed trees, and never began
climbing buildin gs until he got to
UNR He met other people at
school that climbed buildin gs and

•

t

liked the idea.
When he is not exercis ing
physical and mental discipline, he
· is social and extremely carefree.
For the last two Valentine's Days,
he and friends have run naked
. throug h the memor ial buildin g. It
is a chance for Holton to have a
good time and enterta in others.
He rationalizes that fear of nakedness is irrational and unnatu ral.
As long as he cqnnot scientifically
prove it wrong, he sees no shame
in public nudity.
Holton doesn't have any clear
. plans for the future. He probab ly
won't be a bureau crat or a
plumb er. For now, he is conten t
discovering new worlds on differ~nt planes than most people do in
this small world of Durham . Most
people just look horizontally, not
vertically, said Holton. "It's another world, " he said as he stood
on the roof of the New Science
Building looking . out over Dur'
·
ham.

~

, challe nging buildi ngs, · said
, Holton in his soft spok~n voice.
The only buildin gs Holton hasn't
climbed are Stoke; the Library and
McCon nell.· But even when
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Sen ate con firm s
sav ing s chi ef
Washington - Under pressu re from intense lobbying
by the Bush Administration, the Senate confirmed T:
Timoth y Ryan Jr. yesterd ay as the top regulat or of the
savings and loan industr y, enabling the govern ment
to resume its seizures of insolve nt institutions and
moving the giant savings and loan bailout froward.
Despite contentions that Mr. Ryan had no formal experience and was unfit for the job, the 44-year-old
. labor lawyer won confirm ation by a 62-to-37 vote.

Ho use app rov es bill
on bia s cri me dat a
Washington -The Bouse of Representatives Wednesday approv ed and sent to Preside nt Bush legislation
that for the first time would require the Federal Governmen t to collect statistics on crimes _motivated by
prejudice based on race, ethnic backgr ound, religion
or sexual orientation. The bill which has the backing
of the Admin istratio n as well as civil rights, law-enforcement and religious groups , was adopte d by a
vote of 402 to 18; the Senate approv ed it overwheltn·
fogly on Feb. 8.

·'_rest cas e on wa r on
dru g~ is fail ure ·

Washington - Bush Administration officials say they have
conclu ded that a year-old effort to make the nation' s capital
a "test case" in the_war on drugs has largely failed. Their
conclusion are expected to be reflected in a report on the
progra m to be released.this month by-William J. Bennett,
the nationa l drug policy advisor.

Ind ust rie s dis ma yed by
cle an- air me asu res

Cen sus bur eau can 't
.get it tog eth er

Washington - Census Bureau officials said yesterd ay
that more than 2.3 million of the 88.5 million census
forms that the bureau mailed out to househ olds around
the countr y could not be delivered. Census officials
said there were variou s reasons for non-de livery of the
forms, which were mailed in the last 10 days. The
· reason s include d the bureau 's failure to use post office
box numbe rs on mailing labels of forms sent to one area
of upstate New York and the mistyp ing of street addresses in the District of Columbia.

Eas ter n Air line s jet
ma kes em erg . lan din g

Washington - Industrial corporations are reacting with
disapp ointm~ nt, to the clean-air legislation passed by the
Senate on Tuesda y. While some companies are resigne d to
paying the additio nal expenses, estimated at $20 billion by
Boston -bound E~ster nAirlin es
the Bush Administration, they warn that those costs will be · Arlington, Va (AP)-A
jetliner made an emerge ncy landin g at Nation al Airpassed on to American consumers.
port W~dne sday after the rear stairwa y of the 'Boeing
727 popped open, an airport spokes man said. No
injuries were reporte d ..shortly after takeoff the jetliner,__
with 77 people aboard , radioed to the tower at 1 :55 P.M.
that a cockpit indicat or showe d the back stairwa y to be
open, said the spokesman, David Hess. _the plane
landed withou t incident 143 minute s later, Mr. Hess
said.
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Greek contest earns
$2,000 for child abuse
By Melissa Bane
lated strongly to parental involveAn estimated $2,000 was ment in childhood happiness.
raised Tuesday night for the Na- None of the other contestants were
tional Committee for the Preven- as fortunate as Sigma Nu's Scott
tion of Child Abuse (NCPCA) by Wilson who had his parents cheerthe Kappa Delta Sorority's 1990 ing him from the first row.
Greek God Contest, according to
Dobron said the award can
Chaz Chiaramonte, philanthropy only help PKA fraternity, which
chair of Kappa Delta.
· has successfully been staying acPi Kappa Alpha fraternity tive in the Greek community and
member Al Dobron, a senior Busi- society.
ness Administration major was
"It may shed a bit of light on
crowned "Greek God 1990" by a usina positive way, which always
panel of nine judges. Dobron was helps,"Dobronsaid.Healsoadded
awarded a new TV and furniture.
that he disagreed with criticisms
Second place went to Scott he had heard about the contest
Wilson of Sigma Nu. Wilson is a being "sexist" and "insulting".
senior Communications major. He
''This contest is the antithesis
received tickets to a Boston night- of sexism if anything," said DobAndrew Seale has joined Randy Spartichino in the race for student body leadership (Mike Parnham,
club and a limo ride as second ron. "We are all up here to help out photo).
·
prize.
a good cause as much as we can."
Phi Kappa Theta's Ciro JulDobron is active in the Uniian Tacinelli received third prize . versity Honors Program and is the
of a gift certificate to the New co-chair for the students for the
England Center. Tacinelli is a University Council on student
senior Hotel Administration ma- senate. "
jor.
Torn Fucci, station manager By Ellen Harris
said Searle.
ing solutions to the campus comAccording ·to Chiaramonte, of WERZ, donated his time as DJ
Student body presidential
"He just hopped right in," munity."
approximately 600 people came and emcee to heip out the cause.
candidate Randy Spartichino, has said Spartichino. He said that Seale
· The presidential candidate
to watch the thirteen contestants
In order to raise more money, a new running mate after his pre- has been involved in the issues explained that he and Seale are
from the UNH fraternities per- Kappa Delta sold t-shirts and held . vious partner, Miranda Krause, concerning the student :t,ody since a~ively organizing a commission
form. Carol Beck and Lauren a raffle which awarded a Montreal dropped out of the campaign for the beginning of the campaign.
comprised of all students, greeks
Savage, representatives from·the tripfortw@(donated by PartyTime personal reasons.
"Andy and I' have the same and non-greeks, to work on comNew Hampshire NCPCA, were & Travel) to UNH student AdriAndrew Seale, a junior Phi concerns about the campus com- munity development.
·
present and said they were anne Jones.
Kappa Theta brother, joined the munity," said Spartichino. "We
''The commission will work
, Other raffle prizes and food Spartichino ticket after speaking have the same goal: student . with a blueprint, a study done by
pleased with the contest and its
turnout.
sold at the door were donated by with the presidential candidate empowerment," he said.
student activity professionals
"The children are really going Durham Bike Shop, Great Bay on Wednesday morning, the day .
Seale said that although he around the country. The blueto need this, this year," said Sav- 1 Cleaners, Hayden Sports, Towri after Krause withdre~. ·
• and Spartichi~o have complimenprint outlines 14 or 15 points that
1
age.
"I talked with Randy about a tary views on campus issues, he have been proven to make a camand Campus, and the Dairy Bar.
Contestants were judged in
"We really feel t!tis contest is week ago _a nd gave him some said that tpeir styles are like night pus community healthy," said
three categories: swimwear, tal- notonlyagreatwaytohelpoutthe pointers about his campaign," and day.
Spartichino.
ent, and personally expressive children, but is also a way to pull said Seale. ''Then on Wednesday
"I'm conservative; he's very
"UNH has _z ero of these
attire. The five finalists were asked the Greek system together and to morning, he asked me to takeover. liberal," said Seale. "I think we'll points," said Spartichino.
questions relating to the preven- show non-Greeks what we have to I thought about it for a second and, mellow each other out. Randy
He and Seale are taking the
tion of child abuse.
said, 'What the hell."'
offer," said Chiaramonte.
likes to get everyone screaming initiative
form the committee
Seale planned to run for vice and yelling. I like to work behind that will analyze the level of comTalent r.anged from poetry
Both Chiaramonte and Trisha
reading, to lip sync/dancing, to Sumner from Kappa Delta were president on another ticket, but the scenes," said Seale.
munity development at ·UNH.
comedy acts.
·
commended at the end of the con- his presidential candidate
Seale said that their ticket They plan to work with the blueThe winner Al Dobron sang a test for their organizational efforts. dropped the campaign early in supports the Affirmative Action print and involve students in im-:
song called ''The Closer We Are
Kappa Delta plans to hold a the race.
campaign for diversity at UNH, proving the health of the UNH
To Pine" about Pi Kappa Alpha's similar contest next year with more
Spartichino said that Seale but feels that the way to get diver- campus community.
inability to re.:open their house all around Greek involvement and had thought about runniI)g for a sity is to make UNH a more attrac"We would like the Greek
which was shut down by alumni more participants. They hope to long time and that his concern for tive university to everyone.
system to play more of a role in
last summer.
use Johnson Theater in order to the student body is great.
Spartichino said that although community development ..• beDobron and. the other final- raise more money, said Chiara"I'm going in because I be- all the tickets want to see changes,
ists' answers to the questions re- monte.
lieve I can make a difference," "we're the only ticket that's offerSPARTICHINO, PAGE 12

Krause drops SBVP ticket

Spartichino chooses ~eale as new running mate

to

Participants in the Greek God contest line up to receive their awards (Jen Flad, photo).
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Gorb achev
warn s Eston ia
Moscow - The President of the Estonian Soviet
Republic said yesterday that President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev personally warned him against Estonia's
following Lithuania's in declaring independen ce. The
soviet leader expressed concern that the Baltic republic's
rebellion be contained, in a telephone call to President
Arnold F. Ruutel from the Kremlin on Tuesday night,
Mr.· Ruutel reported to the Estonoian Parliament in
Tallinn.

Salva dor and rebel s
agree to new talks

Hond uran says co~tr as
will disar m
Managua, Nicaragua - Eight years after.his country
first became a sanctuary for Nicaraguan rebels, the President of Honduaras has said he is confident that contra
bases in Honduras will be quickly dismantled under an
accord signed last month. "We are convinced that by April
20 a very substantial amount of these contras will be
disarmed," the President, Rafael Leonardo Callejas, said in
an interview on Tuesday.

Chin a back s auton omy
•in Hong Kong code

Sihan ouk prop oses
talks on Cam bodia
Bankok, Thailand (Reuters) - Prince Norodom
Sihanouk said yesterday that he had proposed a
meeting 9f all four warring Cambodian factions in
Bankok on April 15._ The Prince, whose faction is
under pressure from Governmen t forces, said in a
statement sent to Bankok new;;paper s that the meeting
should take place in a Bankok hotel. There was no
word as to whether the Khmer_Rouge, the Khmer
People's National Liberation Front, or the rival Vietnamese-ba cked governmen t in Phnom Penh, on
whether they would attend such a meeting.

U.S. pane l told of Pan
Am secur ity flaws .

Beijing - China approved a new constitutio n for .
yesterday, giving the territory some autonomy
Kong
Hong
Geneva - Representa tives of El Salvador's
to Chinese c0ntrol in 1997. The nation's
returns
it
after
an
signed
it
opposing
United States-back ed movement
Washington - A Governmen t panel investigatventures
agreement here yesterday to resume talks to end the legislature also approved a new law on joint
bombing of Pan Am flight 103 yesterday disthe
ing
While
afternoon.
this
session
annual
its
country's civil war. After a meeting between thew before ending
evidence of serious flaws in the airline's
new
to closed
heads of the tw<;> delegations , the United Nations, legislators hailed both measures, ~hey had been expected
that existed before and lingered
measures
security
a
than
which sponsored the talks, issued a statement saying . be approved and the final vote was little more
in December 1988. At least
attack
fatal
the
after
long
that dir~t,talks would begin in the first week of May. formality.
'smethodof searchingPanAm
. oneofthefl aws,involv
ing una<;:companied baggage in Frankfurt, where the
flight originated, was described by Ann McLaughli n,
chairwome n of the Presidentia l commission of inquiry, as "rather significant to the bombing itself."

is'looking -for a

CIRCULATION
MANAGER
applications available in Room 110B, MUB
application deadline is April 11th

I
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Chem-free dorm proposed
By Pete· Welburn

On ~ny Saturday night, students can walk down dormitory
halls on campus and find ·room
parties where drugs and alcohol
are available. About 88 percent of
the students at UNH consume
alcohol and/ or other controlled
substances, according to a UNH
community development survey.
On April 8, Kathleen GildeaDinzeo, the director of health
education, and Kim Varney, a
student senator, will officially
present a proposal to the student
senate which calls for a chemical
free living environment to be
available to students.
• Alexander Hall, a medium
sized dorm that houses approximately 150 students, was initially
recommendetl as the dorm that
would host the ro ram. But,

according to Liz Vogel, ing options as we can?" Chesney
Alexander's resident hall director, . said.
the hall was removed from the
Students would not be forced
proposal Tuesday afternoon. The to live in such an environment. It
mini-dorms will now be the site . would be available as an option
proposed by Varney al)d Gildea- for students, according to ChDinzeo.
esney.
A need for such an environStudents presently living in
ment was expressed by 12 percent the mini-dorms who are not interof the students who participated ested in the program will be given
in the last community develop- priority during the between-hall
ment survey.
room draw.
"Twelve percent of students
The additional cost to the
are non-users and this option university would be virtually
. should be opened to them," Gil- nothing. A few extra lines will be .
dea-Dinzeo said. ·
'
added to the letters that are alIf the proposal is approved ready sent to incoming students,
by Scott Chesney, director of resi- Gildea-Dinzeo said .
dential programming, and Carol
Any recommendations made
Bishoff, director of housing and by student senators after Gildeaconferences, it will be started in Dinzeo and Varney' s presentation
the fall of 1991, at the earliest.
will be considered in Chesney and
"Wh not offer as man hous- Bishoff' s decision.

There's a job for you in Summer Camp

NEWMARKET STORAGE

The American Camping Association (NY) will make
your application avail. to over 300 camps in the
Northeast. Exciting opportunities for college
students and prof~ssionals. Positions avail: all land
and water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and
crafts, drama, musi~, dance_,nature, tripping,
R.N.'s, M.D.'s. College Credit Available CALL
OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION.
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION~
j., 12 West 31st Street,.New York, NY 10001,
.
~·
l-800-7C?7-CAMP.
- ~!
"Conveniently
n the
lo cate d 0 outeCoast bus rd A . "
..... .,..-nl.P.WOO
ve.
lf.J.I.At.t'•--

"Store Your _
Stuff With Us"
Mini-Bins, outside and inside·
vehicle storage.

SPECIAL PRICE 0NH
SUMMER-STORAGE
AVAILABLE
.
133 Exeter Rd.
Newmarket, NH
'(603) 659-·?959

a

fu!}
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UniversityTheater-"UNHDanceTheater." JohnsonTheater,8p.m.
Nic:i:te Coffee House - Marc McAdam, singer/ songwriter, from
Dover will perform. Refreshments provided. 7L Devine Hall Niche,
8:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

SATURDAY, APRIL 7 -

MENC Instrument Demonstration Day - For children ages 9.-12.
Paul Arts, 9 a.m. to noon. · Information: Mark DeTurk, 862-2404.
Demonstration- The Progr~ssive Student Network invites everyone
to go to Seabrook for a protest. Meet in MUB lower parking lot at
noon.
Women's Lacrosse-vs. Harvard, 1 p.m.
University Theater- UNH Dance Theater. Johnson Theater, 8~p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 8

Little Royal Livestock Show - UNH students show beef, dairy,
heifer, sheep, and horses. Food & fun for all, many demonstrations.
Light Horse Show Barn, 9 am. to 4 p.m., free.
MUSO Film - "Knife in the Water." Strafforci Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30
p.m;, students $1, general $2.

Russian Film Series- "Little V_era". Richards Auditorium, Murkland,
4p.m.,$1.

Lobster --- S~eaks --- BBQ Ribs
Salads --- Burgers --- Pizza
Live Top-40 Dance Entertainm,ent

172 Hanover St. (next to Parking Garage)
·

NH International Seminar - "Between Europe and North America:
Quebec Firms in a New Trading Environment." Jean Pierre LeGoff,
Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales, Montreal. Alumni Center,
3:45 p.m. Information: 862-2398.

MONDAY, APRIL 9

~Aa&GRILL~

AfC 'v'ISJl. 51/X Jl.cceptecf

Undergraduate Psychology Research Conference - Room 101,
Conant, 2 p.m.

Pancake Breakfast - All you can eat! at Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
House, 3 Strafford Ave., 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. See an Alpha Xi pledge or
buy tickets at door, $2.50.
.

The Best of the Bunch

Downtown Porstmouth, N.H.

FRIDAY, APRIL 6

431-5795
.

Earth Day"Event - "The Global Ocean," Cousteau Society lecturer
David Brown provides an insider's look at current society projects,
shares experience of exploration aboard the Calypso & examines the
threats to global ocean. Sponsored by MUSO. Granite State Room,
MUB, 7:30 p~m., $2 students, $5 general.

·

Faculty Lecture Series - "Under Arrest" Deterring the Cycle of Wife
Abuse, Kirk Williams, Assoc. Professor of Sociology. Alumni Center. 7:30 p.m.

STRAFFORD PLACE
LEASE NOW FOR '90-'91
Studio Rooms and Suites / Renovated and Furnished
All rooms with Kitchenettes
Call 86ff-2192 for information.
Mon.-FrL 9am-1 pm, 2pm-4pm

Celebrity Series - Perserverance Theatre presents "Giving Birth to
Thunder, Sleeping with his Daughter, Coyote Bullds North America." Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290.

TUESDAY, APRiL 10

_Passover
Women's Studies Video Series- "Goddess Remembered." Evidence
from Prehistoric goddess cultures provide the basis for considering
the nature of women's spirituality today. Hillsborough/Sullivan
Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.
Art Galleries Talk - "Considerations for Observers of Post-Darkroom-Altered Photographic Prints," William Parker, University of
Conn. Professor of Art & History of Photography. Room M222-23,
Paul Arts, 4:30 p.m., free, open to public. _
Russian Film Series- "Little Vera." Richards Auditorium, Murkland,
7 p.m.,$1.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New HaDJ.pshire 03824
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Stuart Shaine s is going out of busine ss. Are you
bumm ed out? What do want to go in its place? .

. . .:£~:..

·-

"It did? How 'bout that? Bummed?
"No. I ·bought a nice pair of socks
Not really! I'd like a cookie jar thats
there. I'd like to see a McDonald's.
times as big (as the present one). ·
3
In
food.
fast
more
needs
'Otis town
fact, I'd like to see a Mc Donald's/ shoe
store, like a combo "Pick and Pay" and ·
McDonald's. Maybe like a Kentucky
Fried Chicken and Red's Shoe Barn."
Joan Paskowsky
Senior
Quentin Mostoller
Occupational Therapy
Senior

:,;c'

.,,.,.)1-

"No - Because I never really noticed
they were there - except for the cheap
sweatshirts out front. I want a Durham
Hard Rock Cafe- that would be $ood.

Jen Clark
Junior
Hotel Administration

''Yeah! Cuz they have some neat clothes
there . I bought a sweatshirt - and a
nice jacket. Buttheyweren'tformy self.
But I like the clothes. -The Wildcat!
Because I miss it. It was a homey place
and now we don't have it any_more."

Lynn Maran4ette
. Junior
· . Sports Communication

English

r

t
1 .

r

is now accepting appfications

for tlie foffowing positons for
tlie 1991 yearbook;
-Business Manag er - [[ii~
- Literary- Editor .J1EJ ·- Produc tion Manag er tlA
- Sr. ·sectio n Coordinator ·•-fl) -Spor tSEdi tori
Chief Photog rapher iii
- Photo Editor
- Advertising Manager- =1 - Office Manag er !m

,.I -

· Gain Exper ience, Earn Money

$

.9Lpp{y in 9{,m. 125of tlie Af'l.113 . .9Lpp£ications are due .9Lpri{ 20.
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ACADEMIC

STUDY ABROAD: A rep for School for International Training will
speak about study abroad opportunities throughout the world.
Monday, April 9, Conference Room, Hood House, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

CAREER

CHOOSING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: Not sure__what you want to
major in at UNH? Workshop will help focus your interests and- link
it to possible majors offered at UNH. Sign-up in 203 Huddleston
Hall for one of the following sessions: Mon., Apr. 9, 2-4 p.m.; Wed.,
Apr.11,9-11 a.m.;Tues.,Apr.17,9-11 a.m.;Thurs.,Apr .19,3-5p.m.;
Wed., Apr. 25, 10-noon.
INTRODUCTORY PROCRAM FORJUNIORS: Get ready for senior.
year and planning your career. Topics include: summer jobs/internships, graduate school and making the most of your senior year.
Wednesday, April 11, Granite State Room, MUB, 4-4:45 p.m. or 77:45 p.m.

Mike Desmarais and Chris Sterndale present their pledges to Senior Challenge organizers (Mike
Parnham, photo).

GENERAL

Seni or chall enge earn s $40K

VENDOR MARKETPLACE: April 26 will be an outside yendor
marketplace all dc,1y in conjunction with Spring Week. Any students,
faculty, or staff interested in selling their wares at this "flea market",
please contact Sally Lange at 862-1001, Student Activities Office by
April 6.

'

,

.

a

"wish list" drawn up by the class
, resented at the conference had
.
S~nior Challenge 1_9~0 is offi- variation of the challenge, and they at its fifth reuni9n. Surplus money
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD APPLICATIONS: Fo~ student's•
dally ~ver this week. Acc~rding _decided to organize their own · will be put back into the fund for
who are interest~d in planning campus-wide events, i.e.-.H ome-·
toSenjorChallen geCoordinators pledge drive. The way the UNH furtherreunions. Moneyfrompast
coming, Winter Carnival, Spring Week-openings ;are avaifalile
Ana Lorenz, Marc Caden and Enc campaign is organized, said fel- reunions has been spent on such
next year! Applications available in Rm_.126, MUB, Student Activ,iLeuteritz, this year's pledge cam- low Coordinator Lorenz, sets 01.1r items as a copy machine for the
· · · · · · '· ·
ties Office. Deadline: ,Wednesday, April 11.
children's daycare center.
senior c_hallenge apart.
paign _w as a success.
The coordinators wished to
"One of the important things
"the challenge is to beat what
PAT PROFESSIONAL $ERVICE AWARD NOMINATIONS: Beirig
you raised the year before," said · · is this is entirely student run," said ·remind seniors thatthe$i0 pledges
through Friday, April 13. Return nomination form to
accepted
must be paid before May 26th.
Caden. "The first year it (Senior Lorenz.
Thomas, Chair, Professional Service Award Committee,
Stephanie
"Even though it's over, if you
Senior Challenge is also disChall~nge) was in etfect was two
Office.
Registrar's
years1:go. They raised $8000. Last tinct from similar pledge cam- still want to give; that's OK," said
year ~1J.~¥-· ~-a~s~~ $.,25/0Q~.'.,. !f al! . ·,c--iP tiS!l.s)n ~ t~_at itf i~_.,d~si~w,e~ .t~-__ Leuteritz.
W_A:RQ:..E~~l!HY~-anq._~!tJde~t~ i~11 tQe
. ,_ ·~Tli_e \h'fJe''c&ir'aihahffs,'-whcF .c:GUTST,.ANLJING ~T..EACHERA.:
pledges are realized, we 11 have col.lei:-t $1.25 from each part1c1pat:are.inv.ited to suhmit.nomina:
&-Agriculture
Sciences
Life
of
,College
ing student over a five -year pe- - will-be moving on from' the run- ,
--~· ·
$40,000."
the ~OUTSTANDING TEACHER'·A WARD for 1989-90.
for
.
Heins
'.fhe campaign was started on riod. Seniors need only pledge $10 ning of the Senior Challenge to the
Application forms can be obtained from departmental offices or
campus two years ago by student ·before they graduate. Pledge production of Senior Week, also
from the Dean's Office and should.be submitted to Dean Blanchard,
ambassadors who had recently money is then given to the organi- wished to issue a reminder that_
201, Taylor 1:-{all, no later than April 9, 1990.
Room
atte~d~d an intercollegiate csm- ·zation of the student's choice or tickets·for Senior Week go on sale
April 9, and to say thank you to_
fererice. According to Leuteritz, · added to a general class fund.
WILDLIFE LECTURE AND FIELD TRIP: · Wildlife rehabilitator
w~10 did give.
those
Lorenz,
said
fund,
class
The
.
the UNHambassado rsdiscovered
Loretta Torsey will bring some of her birds and talk about her work.
that ~m:ost every university 'r ep- · is used to purchase item;· ~n a
Then we'll tour Lee Ridge Aviaries. .All are welcome. Small
donations are encouraged. •,Saturday, April 7, ,r~. 10, I?ettee Hall,
'
10:30a.m.
By Melissa Zeller

ft>~· .

HEALTH

WrriHc~ -ir@Ir _frlhlce UJrruiiw®rr~iifry _W@rr1!llmroo
Ilir y@w Ihlaiw® ~@mm~frllunrru~ fr@ ~aiy o

-Got a list of Cotnpl aints?
Write a letter to the
Editor.

LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Monday, April 9, McLaughlin
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
OPEN LINE: Phone line for gay, lesbian, bisexual support, call 8623922. Sun. - Thurs., 5-10 p.m. (Tues. 6-10 p.m.). Information also
· available regarding various support groups for lesbians, gay men,
and bisexuals.

..------------llililllam~m.m=alll'll!III-=------•
(_,. SUMMER JOBS
Over 50,000 summer job
openings at Resorts, Camps,
Amusement Parks, Hotels,
National Parks, Businesses,
Cruise Lines, Ranches and more
in the U.S ., Canada, Australia,
& 20 other countries. Complete
Directory only &19.95. Don't
wait till after finals. Send to
Summer Jobs, Drawer 38039,
Colorado Springs, CO. 80937

WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: Discussing upcoming field trips and
events, watching the video "Greed and Wildlife," and. preparing material for our Earth Day booth. All are welcome. Monday, April 9, Rm.
10, Pettee Hall, 6:30 p.m.
MEDIEVAL RE-CREATION CLUB: Come and ·1earn how to make
Ukrainian Easter eggs. All are welcome. Monday, April 9, Senate
Room, MUB, 7-9 p.m.
WOMEN'S ISSUES RESOURCE CENTER WEEKLY MEETING: Will
be talking about upcoming events including a rape discussion group, a
feminism discussion group, and other important events. Come get
involved or just listen. Women and men welcome. Tuesday, April 10,
Coos Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL SUPPORT GROUPS:
Education at 862-3823 for more information.

Call Health

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesdays, Resource Room #249,
Heal_th Service Center, 12-1 p. m.
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential; available at the Office of Health Education & Promotion .
Mon. 9-:2:30; Tues. 9-11:45 a.m. Call x3823 for an appointment.
AL-ANONMEETINGS: Mondays, Medical Library #222, Health
Service Center, 12-1 p.m:

MEETINGS

RESOURCE ECONOMICS CLUB MEETING: RECO professors will
talk about classes they'll teach next semester. Also learn more about
graduate studies in resource economics; All-students welcome.
Questions: Call Stuart 868-2299. Monday, April 9, Rm. 303, James,
·
7:30 p.m.
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AppJicatio~s for transfer into the
Occupational Therapy Major are·available in the
Occupational Therapy Department,
room 218-B, Hewitt Hall. .Deadline May 18th

April isn't
April 'cause
it's not nice
By Sandy Cutshall
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From the

mheKEYls
. You.

I joined the Idiot club today. Oh, you know what I mean: the
friendly fol.ks ~
University of New Hampshire-I'm-wearing-shorts-no-matter-whatThanks to competent; caring people like you, the KEY
in The New
Program is the region's leader in services to troubled
brrr-no-1' m-not-cold idiot club.
Hampshire · ~
teens. 1.f yo'u're interested in a human service career
But, well... I had to do something.
with real meaning, we have the KEY to your success.
Graphics
After my fourth year going to school in a foreign land (New ;~
England), I just felt the moment was·ripe and I could no longer be
At The KEY Progr~m, Inc., of Massachusetts, Rhode
Departme nt ~
i
.
Island, and New Hampshire, we specialize in matching
:~
passive.
~
service and criminal justice professionals with
time
human
definitely
is
it
here
up
own
its
on
come
If Spring won't
:~./././././././././././././././././././././././././././././~
I
casework they ·can be proud of, the opportunity to
to force the issue. ·
I
change the course of troubled life. We're looking for
Thatis the idea with the shorts thing, right? People don't really 'I .
:
dedication and enthusiasm in our caseworkers who
what
is
this
thinks
really
believe this is·Spring, do they? Nobody
work with court-involved and troubled adolescents in .
April is supposed to be, do they?
both residential and outreach positions.
Although I wonder... I w~s talking with someone who is a
To join u·s in our work, you need a Bachelor's degree in
native New Hampshirian (I like that better than New Hampshirite) ·
a related human services field, plus a car and a VcJlid .
- anyway, I was complaining about the annual lack of Spring at ·
driver's license. You will enjoy extensive training, a
this time of year here and mentioned that this isn't what I consider
competitive salary of $17,500 per year and comprehen~
"proper April". He looked out into the dismal cold rain and said, ·
sive benefits in this unique 14-month position .
.
"What do you mean? This is what April is."
Relocation assistance is available.
Oh no, no, no, no, no, no! New England! April is a month of
. Opportunities are avail.able throughout Massachusett<
sunshine, birds singing their little hearts out, flowers budding their
Rhode Island and Southern New Hampshire. Interested
trips .
' lrlmroN .
little petals off, students skipping classes so they can lazily lounge
applicants should send their resum,es to:
610
'ATHENS
out on the green green green lawns, fall madly in love or play that
458 .
BRUSSELS
The KEY Program, Inc.
irritating hackeysack game.
390
LOMDOM
670 Old Connecticut Path
·
490
MADRID
Without that - well, April has no purPose. (And don't talk to me
Framingham, MA 01701
690
CAIRO
about April showers.) I have finally learned the New Hampshire
929
HONGKONG
Attention: Personnel
350
~ secret that April must be prodded into appearing. Sol did my part.
CARACAS
ii
le,. AA/EOE/M/F/H/V
Taxes not included.Restrictions
So I WORE SHORTS.
apply .One ways available.
I had .to stand up for myself and my rights as a graduating
Work/Study abroad programs. Inti
Student ID. EURAIL PASSES
senior. It is time for beach weather. Warm warm warm days. All
ISSUED ON THE SPOTI
that other stuff I already listed. Listening to Van Morrison's
FREE Student Travel Catalog
"Brown-eyed <;;irl" while driv1ng fast with all the windows down.
THAT is what I mean. THAT is April.
But,anyway I was cold all day.
MIT
Boston Harvard SQ
Hey! I'm doing quite well here in resisting the urge to write a
. 166-1916 497-1497 115-1555
Things That Really Bug Me List. Believe me, I could do it. (Obviously, having just complained my way this far through this article)
;%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%~ %%% % % % %%%% %%%%%%%% %%%% %%\%%%% %%%%%%%%%%
are
me
bugs
But, I won't do it because one of the things that really
lists of Things That Really Bug Somebody Else. Keep your pet
The award-winning restaurant at the New
peeves to yourself, I always say.
England Center now has a new name:
Okay, I am lying. I dearly love to whine, complain and bitch.
So much so, in fact, thatldon'tdareto writealist. Besides I dorea~ly
the woods.
empathize with those people who don't care about what really
Walk into the woods and you'll discover
bugs me. Hey! (you are saying) I have my own life and my own
a new seasonal menu, a terrific Sunday
petty problems to deal with. Don't give me your little irritations.
Brunch (named Best Brunch in New
And I agree with these people. Wholeheartedly.
Hampshire by New Hampshire Profiles
Except, have you noticed how the campus smells like farm animals? Not so much lately, but right before Spring Break? Come on,
magazine!), and delicious Sunset Specials:
I know everyone knows what I am talking about! What is the deal
served from 5:30-6:30 p.m.
with that? Yucky smell everywhere. Where is the picturesqueness
In our wine bar, you·can sample fine wines
in that?
· by the glass from the most varied wine list
Did everybody notice that I already worked the fact that I was
my
all
absolutely
into
that
in the state. Sip you(favorite beer or cockwork
GRADUATING into this article? I
tail. Or nibble on tempting hors d'oeuvres
conversations ·these days. Kind of obnoxious, really. But, hey, I
have my own life and my own petty problems to deal with and I
and sandwiches.
can't be made to feel guilty for being obnoxious.
So turn over a new leaf, and come see us
When I graduate (did I mention that I was graduating?) and
often. For reservations, call (603) 862-2815.
move to a more temperate climate, I am sure that I will look back on
my UNH days with a fond chuckle. The winters here are cold, but
pretty ( as long as a new layer of white stuff comes periodically to
cover the old layerof yucky brown stuff). The autumns here are really extraordinary. Really. If you have grown up in New England,
you probably don't realize it -(the brilliant foliage is like a family member or air or something else you'd take for granted) - but
fall here really really is amazing. I'll miss that. I'll miss October.
· I'll miss my friends and our picturesque campus.
I'll miss the carefree life of a student, with all the petty problems I think I have that will one day seem infinitesimally insignifi. cant.
I may even miss May.
But, I won't miss April. Not early April.
I heard it was supposed to snow this weeke1:1-d.
Center
England
New
the
At
Sandy Cutshall, a copy editor for The New Hampshire, one day woke up in
15 Strafford Avenue, Durham, NH
she
Now
New England after a three-year search for a missing salt shaker.
just fixes commas and stuff.
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Grad stude nt studi es seagu lls
By Sarah Merrigan

Swooping threateningly low
overhead, squawking incessantly
and waddling across sandy blankets, these well known scavengers make a relaxing afternoon at
the beach very difficult for many
sun worshippers. For UNI-I
graduate student Tom Good,
however, seagulls are his favorite
reason for going to the beach.
Good, under the direction of
UNH Zoology professor Larry
Harris, is studying the effect seagulls have on the rocky intertidal,
· · the area between high and low
. tide.·
According to Good, there
have been numerous studies done
on seagulls and their behavior.
Many other separate studies have
examined the rocky intertidal
zone and its predators. But, ac- ·
cording to Harris and Good, the
role of seagulls as predators in the
r_ocky intertidal has been greatly
overlooked.
Harris and Good both were
interested iri the fact that gulls.
were so frequently present at low
tide. If previous studies were correct, and the predator in the rocky
intertidal was a large snail, what
and why were the gulls feeding
there. They also wondered what
sort of effect the gulls were having.
As a result of these questions,
Good now spends several days a
week at selected coastal locations
doing "scan sampling." According to Good, he arrives at least one
hour before low tide and stays

until one hoµr after. He watches indicated that the presence of gulls
the gulls to see what and when as predators "may be keeping
they eat, as well as how many species down under the intertidaL"
there are present.
In the overall understanding
Good started this research last
Christmas and will continue until of the intertidal zone as a commuhis original questions about the nity, both Good and Harris feel
the gulls have been overlooked.
role of the gtill are answered.
Already Good's research has Through this .research, they are
indicated that seagulls do act as "looking at one little aspect of what
predators in the intertidal zone. might be a much more complex
The gulls feed on '1arge inverte- · food web" than people have
brates that are mobile themselves," thought, said Good. He believes
said Good. Gulls feed on sea ur- that this is something that "needs
chins, mussels, crabs and snails to be done in order to really unamong other things. In addition, derstand what's going o.n " in the
Good feels that his research has rocky intertidai zone.
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On· Campus Interview s
University of New Hampshire

April 19

·

PC Connection, Inc., named by Inc. magazine as the second fastest
growing private company in the U.S., will be conducting on
campus interviews at UNH. Come learn more about us ·on
Thursday, April 19th. Sign up at the career placement office by .
April 11th. We could be just the company you're looking for.
· We rurrently have opportunities in Non-commissioned Sales
and Customer Service. ·
We offer competitive wages and a benefits package that includes:

• Health Insurance
• life Insurance
• Short-term-Disability Insurance
• Delta Dental Plan
• Profit Sharing/401K Plan
• 10 Paid Holidays
. • 6 Paid Sick Days
• 10 Paid Vacation Days
• One Paid Eye Exam Per Year
• Free Studded Snow Tires
• Tuition Reimbursement
• ·Fitness Reimbursement
• Property lax Reimbursement
• Paid Bereavement Leave
If you're interested in working in a challenging, smoke-free
environment, please sign up for an on campus interview,·
or contact our Personnel Department at:

PC Connection7 Inc. _

6 Mill Street

.

·Marlow, NH 03456
- 603-446-3383
An equal opportuni~ employer

brochures and company information are
available at the placement office.

*Additional

PR IZE ES SA Y
T MINOR
ESVALU
CO NT
ES
TI, AND

TECH NOLO GY, SOCIE
$100 CASH PRIZE AND AWARD DINNE R AT.THE
NEW ENGL AND CENT ER
Open to Anyon e Who Has Taken .o r is
Enroll ed in Three Course s in the TSV
Course List at the Time of Judgin g
(See University Catalo gue-or TSV
posters and infor"J,ation sheets)
Deadlin e for SubIDi ssion of
Essay: ·May 1, ·1990
Announ ceIDen t of
Award: May 7, 1990

Essays sub1nit ted 1nay be
essays subIDit t~d to TSV
course s, elabora tions of such
essays, or origina l ·essays

Submit Essays to -Val Dusek, Coordinator, Philosophy Dept., Hamilton Smith 862-3076 or
to John Carroll, Associate Coordinator, Forest Resources, James Hall 862-3940
For Information on the Contest or_the Minor, see either of the above.
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard
Credit Cards?

'

EMERGENCY

STUDENT SERVICES

P.O. BOX '224026 HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022 .

. -.

f .

YES.

Now You can ha ve 1wo ot the mo st rec ogniz e d an acce pJ ed credi t

card s '" tt'l e world ... VISA· and MasterCard9 c redit cards._ .. ,n your
~ame" EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT ot HAVE BEE N
TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

I

I

want VISA"/ MasterCard'

credit cards. EnclOMd find S1 5.00 w hich is
1OC1' re tund!ible ii not approved Immediate ly.

,..,

VISA" end MHlerC erd" 1h11 credit carde
"Jt'. Ci C"• •' 'J'O'J d.,serve and ""ed ror • 10 • BOOKS
. ·• DEP ARTM ENT STORES • TUITION
t,04' .,~
ENTERT AIN M ENT • EM ERGENCY CASH
c, <'
TICKETS • RESTAURANTS
,-.,< ,◄ 0
~,; ,

STORE CLOSING

o

~

,.0

e<f' *

•

•

-c\o , / '

.,..o

f:~ ~i:~~~~

HOT!~SE:A~;; :
YOUR CREDIT RATING!

N AM E

A DDRESS

STATE

CITY

GUARANTEED!

Z IP

GOLD CARD
VISA /MASTERCARD

PHONE •

GUARANTEED ISSUE

OR. MONEY IACK
SOC SECURITY •
Approval aboolutely
oua ra nttutd so H uny .. fill

out thl o c ord tode y ..
Vourcr~ lt cards are wa it,ngt

_ _ _ _ __

SIGN ATURE

ii
•l•IDJ
•1 liHi
•l*l40:1
l,il:II];jfjll:J[•jrJD·IQ::K313:I!Il
L _ . f i~
:C
i
C

_1

DOWNTOWN DURHAM ONLY
FAMOUS NAME FASHIONS:

AEROBIC WEAR

Ocean Pacific - Levi - Generra Sunset Blues - Marika - Jockey - ·
Vaurnet - Jordache

· tights-trunks-tanks-.leotards

$3 TO $16 ~i

1

WANTED:

Summer Projectionist for
Matinees - M-F. Apply in person.

~;;

Spinelli Company's 400 Central Ave. Dove r.
Phone for appointment 749-2555

. JEANS
by Sunset Blues, Levi 501 & 505
1
$1 O TO $13 ~~ $:;

Mat Sat & Sun 3:50, Eves 6:30, 9:05

Tom Cruise

BORN ON THE 4TH OF JULY

SWEATS
~

Or"

$7 • 95

Outerwear

No'l'l
·t".'.:f\O~
"'

Kirstie Alley

Look Who's Talking

values
to $15

Mat Sat & Sun

Mat Sat & Sun 4 :30; Eves

l:l O. 2:SJ ·

6:45, B:SJ Kathleen Turner

Mad House Michael Douglas
War of the Roses

SWEATERS

. values to $145

~3~ $39

John Travolta

Top & bottoms

N~\.."<

R

Mat Sat & Sun 12:45, 2:30. 4:40; Eves 7:00. 9: 15

R

$ 1Q ~· values
to $75

SHIRTS
Kinits-Sport shirts- Chamois- T=-Necks

Rains\ickers

$5 TO $1 8

values to $18 -95

$7 .50 to $9.45

~! $;;
1

SLACKS
corduroy-chi nos-cotton
1

$17.50 TO $19~~ $;~

J0%To
80%oFF

Business
Office!

ENTIRE STOCK

.

*Some Intermediate Markdowns .
Taken. Discounts are off of
Stuart Shaines Inc. comparable
prices and does not represent
sales of Hst prices Which are
provided only as a source for
consumer comparison. ·
*Cash & Major Bankcards honored
*All sales are final. No layaways.
*Alterations are not offered during
this sale event.

Personals?
For Sale? .
Adve_rtising?
Housing?

S,,uv/Sj!!:1-~
50 Main Street
-D owntown Durham

.

Room ·110B
MUB
862-1323
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THE UNH DAIRY BAR GOES

SOUTH
OF THE
BORDER
WITH·THEIR NEW

.

.

Looking for Energetic,
Dedicated and Col11mitted ,
persons to Joih the ·

SAFE RIDES TEAM_
· -gain valuable experience .
-become more involved in
student ·life
-great resume material
-compensated position $ ·

'

AS YOU LIKE IT- WITH MILD,
MEDIUM OR HOT SALSA

A LARGE, MEXICAN-STYLE, TORTILLA BASKET FILLED
WITH SPICED GROUND BEEF AND LOTS OF GARDEN
FRESH VEGETABLES, TOPPED OFF WITH SHARP CHEESE,
CHILLI PEPPERS, AND YOUR CHOICE OF SALSA.
· AN EXCITING, NUTRITIOUS TREAT THArS SURE TO
PERK UP YOUR DAY, AT A PRICE YOU'LL WANT TO
. COME BACK FOR.
*Monday and Friday special -starts next Monday

UNH DAIRY BAR

in the train station across from the Field House·

iif call 5696 or 5697

or
Pick up application in
Safe Rides Mailbox in
basement ofthe .MUB.

-

FOR TAKE OUTS CAL · "' 862-1006
<4

,,

'

'

.

_i I

STUDY WITH·

· SPEND THIS SUMMER IN
ST. MALO, FRAN-CE ..
OR QUITO_,. ECUA[?,OR _:
Includes:
l: All meals, accon;,odations, and ·','51 ,.~
land transportation. .
..:· '".·
2. Individualized instruction from foreig·n
· college faculty in small classes.
.

3. Host famili_es.

1.,

Fiv~

1

:;

'

ih ·

or six college ·credits

5. Cultural activities, excursions, and more! ·

ALL FOR UNDER $2000!

For Further Information Contact
Dr. Thomas Durnford or Dr. Lourdes Mallis
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
KEENE STATE COLLEGE
(603) 352-1909, EXT. 358 or 524
-· -

I
i_·

ij
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TUITION ~IKE, from page 1 -

Student body president Mike Desmarais _speaks during yesterday's student rally(Mike Pamham, photo).

national problem and called upon
citizens to recognize education
and stressed the need "to fund
education on all fronts."
Executive assistant to the
President Daniel DiBiasio said he
came to the rally to hear" what the
students had to say.
DiBiasio said reports concerning money spent at the
chancellor's level have not demonstrated a full appreciation for
the issues and refinements.
·
According to DiBiasio, a lot
more information needs to come
out to understanq. the values and
costs.
. Acommittee has been formed
to study cost-effectiveness at the
chancellor's level at the request of
Governor Judd Gregg.
Also of concern to many present was the retroactive nature of
the tuition hike, which is prohibited by basic New Hampshire
contract law, according to Fleming.
Fleming used the analogy of ·
a ·car sale to illustrate this point.
Once the car has been bought and
paid for, the price cannot be
changed becausethesellerdesires ·
more money or because they sold
it for the wrong price to begin
with.
Many students voiced these
same thoughts, both on the microphone and off.
·''They say they informed us,
but what are we supposed to do - .
transfer mid semester ? I'm about
to switch schools. It's like we're a

captive audience," said graduate
student Don Kerr.
Kerr also felt the rally was an
effective means of.protesting the
tuition hike if enough people
showed up.
"If you have enough voices,
.t hey'll hear you," said Kerr.
"I'm sick of eating potatoes
and noodles. I shouldn't have to
starve to go to school. I'm supposed to be here to help make the
world a better , place... The state
needs to show a little respect to
those who are willing to better
themselves .with an education, "
said Fine Arts major Jennifer
Hodges .
Hodges said her ability to
continue as c;t student at UNH
would depend on how much more_
she would be willing to sacrifice.
·
"Some days, I can't even afford gas to get here," said Hodges.
Student organizers Jeff Lisbon, Randy Spartichino, and
Andrew Gamble, as well as recent
graduate Daniel Along, urged students interested in fighting the tuition hike to contact them by telephone at 743-64%, or 742-7770:
Stern_d ale urged students to
fight tuition hikes and program
cuts where 'they could make the
most difference. He said if stqdents want to make a difference
they should vote-for candidates
who view education in an important light.
'
"Legislators need to know the
university is important to people
in this state," said Stemdale.

USl'fH
~, REVIEW, from page 3 --.

ing small committees to draft reports on the four-credit system to
aid the investigation. These reports will explain how and why
the system is used.
"Peopleneed to understand a little
better why we do things the way
we do them," said Eggers.

Although there are no students on the committees, Taylor
thinks students should get involved. He said he wants to encouragestudents_andstudentleaders to contribute their opinions to
the committee in order to help
with the study.

SPARTICHINO, from page 3 -

DON'T DRINK
AND DRIVE
CALL SAFE RIDES!
Fridays & Saturdays
10pm-2am
862-1414

cause the Greeks are such a strong
Krause said that she dropped
group," said Spartichino.
thecampaignforpersonalreasons,
Seale added that they plan to and declined to elaborate.
,
create a weekly forum·where stu"I didn't want to take on all
dents can speak out about prob- the responsibility of the campaign
lems or complaints they have right now," she said.
about the administration or any
"I honestly believe that he
other student issues. ,
(Spartichino) is the only candidate
He said that the forum will that will have any impact," Krause
be like a speak-out, except that said.
the concerns brought up will be
"I opened the can of worms;
directed to people who will act on I'm definitely not going to put the
the issues and make changes hap- lid back on npw," Krause said.
pen.
She expressed her continued sup"It (the forum) is necessary port, in spite of of her withdrawal
because the student senate isn't from the campaign. "I want to
set up .to handle student com- help him out in any way that I
plaints," said Seale.
· can," she said.

j-{appy
'Easter
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Natio nal Lab week recog nized

Personals?
For Sale?
Advertising?
Housing?

Business
Office!
Room · 110B
MUB
862-1323

UNH Medical Technology students Craig Brown, Jana White and Nancy McGuire coordinated the
recognition of Laboratory professionals i!l the state of NH through a proclamation signed by Gov. Gregg
officially proclaiming April 9-14 National Lab week in the state of NH. National Laboratory week is held
in appreciation of Clinical Laboratory personal. Laboratory professionals play an integral role in the
function of the health care system in the areas of Microbiology , Clinical Chemistry, Hermatology , and
Blood Banking. These individuals make up a silent profession who have earned recognition on a National
Status.

The New Hampshire ...
find- the hidden message in today's special edition. ·

You have man y
OPTIONS!

Studen t Body Preside nt I Studen t
~
Body Vice-[!resident
✓
~
Electio ns

I I

EN -LI NE
is one of your OPTIONS.
We are here when you need us.
T

T

ME ET TH E
CA ND ID AT ES .

T

Sunday - Thursda y 5-1 Opm {Tues. 6-10)

862-3 922

0

Take the opport unity to meet and
questi on the candid ates for
Studen t Body Presid ent and
Stude nt Body Vice-P residen t
r!111111111111i mmmmmmmmmmrnmmm1mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmr

miw1mmmmmlA:pnlHBmnm17:mo.pmm1u:~nmeli11EJ.n-m
mAr:eam11Hm~pn1m11ommopm1mne1r:me11Nmh.emmmmm

:::~:::::::::::~::::::::::=:!~:::::
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual
Crisis Hotline

::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::
·::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::.:::::::
:::::.
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Stud ent Bod y Pres iden t I Stud ent
r-71 Body Vice-f!ressident . ✓
. Election
L!J

I I

PETITIONS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR:

Do YO U Kn ow the Iss ues ?

FI N D OUT!

'FY Pick up petitions in the

.

~ student senate office

DEA LINE HAS BEE N EXT END ED TO :
Wed nesd ay, Apr il 11th , 4:00 pm ·

RETURN TO: BETH CLARK,
PARLIAMENTARIAN, ROOM 130, MUB

Thu rsd ay, Ap ril 12t h
. 12:30-2:00pm
Str affo rd Room, MU B
- I

EARN $300, $400, $500 .

8'
at

A WEEK

. 0,

MAMA · LEO NE 'S

RE ST AU RA NT

work this sumrl'!-er!)
(Hampton Beach's bu·siest & favorite restaurant ...a GREAT place to

Hampton Beach, NH)
Mania Leone's)is loc~ted in Hillcrest Hotel (across from children's playground,
COME IN AND APPLY!
WA ITR ESS ES & WA ITE RS
Saturday and Sunday, .
NEE DED PRE -SE ASO N ·.
April 7th & 8th or April 14th & 15th
WE EK EN DS
between 11 :00am and 3:00pm
or call Gus for an appointment at 926-5576

** Come early and get yourself situated for this summer!**
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pres en ts ...

Sunday, April 8th, 7:00pm & 9:30pm

An incisive study of three people spending a c8.sual weekend on
their yacht. A young man, who joined -the couple as a hitchhiker,
gradually interferes uncomfortably into the couple's life and, in a
brilliant depiction of inter-personal tensions, tests their marriage.
/

Straf ford Room, .MUB
Student~ $1 .·... Non-S tudent s $2

We are accepting applications
.for au·positions:

· ::\::·:/·'.·>,.,. .

c€) President
· Business Manager .
Arts & Lecture Director
2 Publicity Directors .
.

1~;1

Films Director .

a

Hospitality Director

Darkro.om Director
Photoschool Director

iii
Come see what we are all about!
Room.148 in the MUB
I

.

/
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J{appy
The New
· Hampshire is
always looking
for good
reporters

'Easter
Speak out!!!
Write for the
University
Forum.

Stop by Rm. 151 in the
MUB for more info.

_ _ _ A JOHN WATERS FILM_· _ _____;____

J-~O HNNY DE PP
fr:

1:
f:·

·t:;
r.

f .•.
/>·

1·.

1

Write ·
a
Lette r
to the
Edito r

'.il

,

Submissions
must be typed
and include

name and
phone
number.

OPENS FRIDA\\ APRIL 6TH AT A THEATRE NEAi YIIJ.

I
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· MUSO presents an event for Earth Day ... .

DAVID BROWN
of

THE COUSTEAU SOCIETY
~PSO

. ~

Worl<lng for Peace and Preservation
-on the Ocean Front

April 9
7:30 pm
GRANITESTATEROOM $2 · Student
· . $5
Non-Student

c::,
C>

I
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t's very common to hear the words

"Student Senate" and "lame" in the same sentence.
· Ask an average student what the senate does, and
they'll tell you, "They lick the administration's hiney."
Ask an average student why people join the Student
Senate, and they'll say, "To bulk up their resume."
Fortunately, a referendum proposed by Student
Activity Fee Council Chairperson Jonathan
Garthwaite, aimed at reforming the senate, should
be-added to the election ballot this spring.
The proposed referendum would ask, "Do
you feel the Student Senate of UNH in its current
form adequately and effectively represents your
·concerns?" Of course, any sane student would say
"No" to this question. What can they see the senate
doing for them? Some of the people on senate do
their best, and actually try to accomplish things that
would benefit students. They did well in battling
against the Student Apartment Complex. They tried
to fight the mid-year tution hike. And they were very
visible after the sexual assaults at the beginning of
the semester. And sure, they do some cute little
·
things like "Winler Carnival."
powerless.
But they are ultimately

The key word in the referendum is
"effectively." Does the senate do an effective job?
Well, did they really accomplish anything against the
tuition hike? No. The state legislators smiled at the
senate-sponsor ed rally outside the state house,
thought, "What quaint little kids," then put the knife
into us. And where are the rape whistles?
Can the senate do anything? Does the
administration pay more than lip-service to the
senate's wishes? Not really. The administration listens
to the student body when it reacts to an issue as a
group,and thatonlyhappe nsonissuesso bigthatthe
participation of the senate is a moot point. When the
student senate acts alone, its voice goes unheeded.
The senate can occasionally rally students behind
one of its pet projects, but only when the students are
already .deeply involved in the issue. They are, in
effect, cheerleaders, only able to squeeze cheers out
of an already frenzied crowd.
And much of their work is directed towards
amazingly trivial things, as anyone who has ever
attended a senate meeting can tell you. I~ seems that
the vast majority of meeting time is spent arguing
about niggling points of parliamentary procedure.

may need Red Cross which thanked individually, nor did
cannot do it alone. Spring is their names appear in the
meant for happiness and fun program, so I would like to
but in the time it will take to publicly thank them now.
give a hand to someone .who Obviously, without them, the
To The Editor:
cannot enjoy the season you trial could not have taken place.
to
about
know you can make a life Those taking pa_rt in the open
Spring is
jury were:
Bloodmobile
our
is
bloom again.
come and so
_Chesney
Scott
the
be
see
will
we
as
fall
you
Next
with
to celebrate
(Foreperson)
alive
program
come
our
of
hope
and
year
40th
beauty
Marianna Grimes
again on Monday, April 16th which, because of its safety and
Buford
Carmen
carried
20th,
has
April
policy
its efficient
through Friday,
Pennett
Rick
and
has
It
aim!
MUB.
the
original
at
5
its
out
from 12 to
Maggie Morrison
I know also, that it is a will continue research and
Barbara Sussenberger
the
of
I
but
discoveries
everyone,
more
for
make
busy period
Randy Spartichino
products
its
special
and
very
a
blood
of
make
use
to
have
Kim Cook
and
velopamiracle
regular
you
to
whichmightde
appeal
Ross Emerton
in your future. Please share
potential donors of UNH.
Nancy Bureau
We of Red Cross need and make us even stronger!
Ted Grimbilas
The
badly!
very
support
your
Diane Subler
Jarry Stearns
peculiar winter has done a job
on us and many, many patients
Those taking part in
will be depending on you! The
. . the closed jury were:
heart and kidney patients
Valerio
Nancy
could need you and, as travel
(Foreperson)
~nd more traffic spring up,
'Roger Ritvo
there will be an increased
To the Editor:
Doug Morris
numberof victims of accidePts.
On behalf of SHARPP,
Steve Fink
The greatest problem we must the Greek Advisor, and the
Nancy Deuel
- improve is meeting the Office of Residential Programs,
Betsy Haley
demands of cancer and its I would like to thank everyone
Larry O' Connell
leukemia patient~man y of who participated in the "Mock
Kristian Bernier
.· which are children.
Trial II: The Sentencing
Diamon
Julie
had Hearing," which took place on
have
We
Ashley
Dorie
cancellations and many drives Wednesday, March 28th.
Allen
Jennifer
are not making their goal. You
I would especially like
Lamberti
Len
and your health can make the to thank Liz Vogel, whose name
difference!
was inadvertently left out
Again, thanks to
Our standards are during the "thank-you" portion
who contributed in
everyone
regulated. for the safety of both of the presentation. Liz was
this year's Mock
to
way
any
you and the patient who instrumental in developing the
not have done
could
We
Trial.
receives, and we are proud of · script for the Mock Trial and
you.
without
it
your record because your her input proved invaluable.
donors give freely to help.
Thanks Liz!
Respectfully submitted,
No one can anticipate
I would also like to
Libby Lent
when their family or a friend thank the jury members who
SHARPP
_
life
who means a _lot in your
took part. They were not

Blood Drive is
.
coming soon

T_h anks for
Mock Trial

Most of the rest of the time is spent debating and
eventually okaying little measures and bills that say
nothing and accomplish even less. The remaining
time is spent setting up sub-committees.
A good measure of the senate's perceived
power is the number of people who run in senate
·elections. Basically~ if you want to be a commuter
senator, you just sign up, get a few signa.tureS, and
you're in. There's no such thing as a hotly contested
senate seat. Nobody really wants the jobs, and it's
certainly not due to any sort of intense time
commitment. (Anaveragesen atejobtakesabo utfive
hours a week.)
So the referendum is definitely a good idea.
The senate needs a serious examination. Of course,
the referendum has to be passed, first. It comes up
before the senate this Sunday. If they decide not to
add it to the ballot, they will stand above all previous
senates in terms of sheer gutlessness.
And let's hope that, once the referendum is
put on the ballot, and the students give a vote of no
confidence .on election day, the senate will do
something more substantial than set up a subcommittee to study the results.

Don't be a fish-d art. ·

Write a lettter to the editor.
Submit typed, signed letters to
Rm. 151, MUB.
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$ Tuit ion raise with in UNH 's auth ority $
by Michae l Desmar ais and Christi an Sternda le

n

n the past few weeks,_there has been a good deal
of attention given to a court case being brought against the
University regarding the mid-semester tuition increase for
resident students. While we have worked for months now
-to prevent state budget cuts, and in no way support outrageous tuition raises as a means of funding education, we
cannot support this court action for two reasons: first, it
will be a very difficult case to win; and second, the results
of a court victory would not necessarily be in the best
interest of the student body.
There are two flaws with the "breach of contract"
argument being brought to court. The university notified
all students in advance of a possibility of such an increase
through a letter in early December. Also, the University
Catalog states that the Board of Trustees "reserves the
right to adjust charges for such items as tuition ...Such
changes will be announced as far in advance as feasible."
However unreasonable this action, we believe the University has acted within its authority in raising tuition during
the semester.
A successful court bid would result in still higher
tuition, reduced student services, and fewer courses. The
Board of Trustees would raise tuition this fall well beyond
what is necessary: to recoup losses from this semester; and
to cushion the University budget for possible additional state cuts. The state cuts have reduced the University's
budget to th~ point where the next things to go are academic departments and important student services. What
are students that take these courses or depend on these
services to do?
Your student government has led efforts at the
and here at UNH to lessen_the cuts, reduce the
house
state
tuition hike, and provide financial assistance for those

most in need. However, it seems that the solutions to the
University's problems involve a much different effort.
Students, faculty, parents, and alumni around New Hampshire must take an active role in supporting UNH. We need
to elect officials who understand the importance of education, and realize that the middle income family can no
longer send its young people to college. These efforts, not

short-lived, after-the-fact, popular campaigns, will make
real changes in the cost and quality of an education at
UNH.

Micfzael Desmarais is the Student Body President, and Christian
Sterndale is the Student Body Vice President.
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An ov_~rlooked dim ensi on of oil spil ls
m

=•,

M

oes anyon~-re~~Jnber what these places h~ve in
common?
Staten Island
Morrocco
Alaska
California
For those of us who have been buried under a
deluge of school work and have not heard, these four areas
have been ravaged by major oil spills in the last year: one
spill every three months!!! Not to mention ·the smaller
spills that never made headlines (i.e. the Navy Frigate/
Tanker collision in Boston). Nor does it include the chronic
deliberate dumping of oil by tankers adjusting their ballast. How much longer are we going to allow the Oil
industry despoil the fragile ecosystem that is the.Ocean?
What is this "Overlookeddim ensionofOilspill s?"
'
We are continually assaulted by heart wrenching photographs of "cute animal species" that have been devastated
by these disasters. Yet we are never really shown the other
consequences of the spills: Yes, these species.(otters, seals,
birds, etc.) are adversely affected by the spills~ but they are
not the most impacted species. The animals that bear the
brunt of the devastation are the less popularized plankton
(microscopic animals and plants) that mak~ up the base of

the food cha-in in the oceans. The genocide of phytoplankton, a literal lifeline for our planet, in these areas is an
important aspect that is usually overlooked by the media.
These plants are responsible for the majority of oxygen in
our atmosphere, they are also the ultimate food source for
most life in the oceans. Zooplankton, microscopic animals,
which feed on phytoplankton and are in turn food for
larger animals are also effectively erradicated from these
areas. Many other animals (vertebrat~ and invertebrate)
rely on plankton as both a food source and as a larval
dispersal mechanism. Thus the impact of an oil spill has a
ripple effect which moves up the food chain. The food
chain includes all animal~ and plants, including man.
What about fish species? How do oil spills affect them?
Some species can just move out of the area but others,
because of their adaptations to the environment may not

~

l

C

be able to tolerate life in another area. On the long term,
they are impacted.in that many species breed in estuaries.
However, in these areas qnce oil has gotten into the sediments, it will take many years for it to leach out into the
water. The toxins from these spills will be around for a
long time even though the majority of the oil slick has been·
removed. Thus the impact of the spills will continue to be
felt long after the slick is dispersed. An analogy that most
of us can relate to is trying to Hve and raise a family in
LOVE CANAL. The impact of an oil spill is very serious;
the effects of large spills are o{ten visible from several years
to a couple of decades.
By creating a demand for fossil fuels we help to
cause these catastrophes. However, there are people and
corporations who bear the primary responsibilities for
such occurrences - both financially and consciously. For
example, due to his position of command, Captain Joseph
Hazelwood is guilty of having caused this nations worstj
oil spill. Regardless of who was at the helm; his/her
qualifications or stoned Coast Gua-r d officials. As captain,
Hazelwood was responsible for every action that occurred .
under his command; from the moment he stepped foot on
the bridge, until the moment he was relieved of duty. The
Exxon corporation, as owner of the Valdez, is financially
responsible for the complete "clean up." Although like so
many _o ther injuries only nature ~11 be able to heal this .
wound.
In our haste and greed we have ignored possible
precautions that could help to prevent accidents such as
the Valdez. Though as the Titanic proved, no ship is
"unsinkable" it may be possible to add an extra margin of
safety to tankers. If the Valdez had had a double hull as .
was recommended by the US Coast Guard in 1977; th~plan
was rejected by shippers as too expensive (I bet it would
have saved Exxon quite a chunk of money), then perhaps
this tragedy could have been avoided. Many of the tankers
plowing the seas today are at the end of their expected 15
year life span; yet they are still hauling oil. The thought of
th~se antiquated machines still laboring through perilous

by James Kaldy
seas is alarming; do not t?e surprised if there are several
more large spills in the next few years.
How does this relate to us here in New Hampshire? Have you even wondered where your home hea~ing oil comes from? I don't know of too many oil rigs in the
White Mountains, do you? New England is not immune to
oil spills: 1969 the FLORIDA ran aground in Buzzards Bay;
1970 the ARROW ran aground in Nova Scotia; 1977 the
ARGO MERCHANT broke up off Nantuckett. Here in
New Hampshire, if such an accident were to happen, the
already hurting economy of the state would be severely
impacted, especially the tourism and fishing industries.
Not to mention the rise in fuel prices one might expect (to
clean up the spill).
What can we do to help curb this alarming trend
·
of oil spills?
1. Push State and Federal officials for
tougher laws on the transport of petroleum,
2. Corporations building vessels should
be requife;i to have a double hull,
3. Reduce the demand for petroleum
products,
a. Keep the thermostat set low; drive
the car less, .
b. RECYCLE - this saves tremendous
amounts of energy, and reduces the demand for raw ·
materials (plastics are petroleum products),
c. Boycott those companies that are the
.
worst offenders (i.e. Exxon).
Think Globally, Act locally. Together we can make a
difference.
Note: March 24, 1990 marked the <;me year anniversary of
the grounding of the Valdez.
Thank you Beth and Amos for critical suggestions.

James Kaldy is a plant biology graduate student at UNH.
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//dew BOW STREET SUCCESS: FIDDLER
By Stephanie Artz

the play came from everywher e at

Fiddler on the Roof came once. It was provided by a flutist

A SCENE FROM THE BOW STREET THERATRE PRODUCTION FIDDLER ON THE ROOF .

. 11

alive at Bow Street Theater
Saturday night, and continues
through April 21st. If you can't
get to New York for Phantom
tickets, wear your black tie _or
patent leather heels to the
Portsmouth Academyo ftheArts's
(PAPA) strikingly strong,
enjoyable performan ce. The
survival tale of a people feeling
like "strangers in a strange land,"
shows the indomitabi lity of the
human spirit and leaves a lasting
impression .
Tevye is played by Bill
.
Humphrey s, Executive Producer
for NH Public Television. For 18
years prior to his position he could
be found beating the streets of Los
Angeles as actor as well as a
producer and director for TV. His
acting experience presented an
excellent character; a bearded,
blue-eyed father of five daughters
bantering with God for wealth, or
at least a healthy horse. Kenny
Butler, a live fiddler who perched
on the railing behind the center
section, was exquisite. Butler, a
multi-instu mentalist, was picked
as one of the top three guitarist in
the "Best Guitarist in New
Hampshire " competition lastyear.
His passion for the violin came
out strong and clear as he stratched
out the well-know tunethatspe aks
for the balancing act kept by the
people in Czarist Russia.
The music throughou t

and ·a pianist placed onan enclosed
platform above the audience.
Elements of professiona l theater
.surrounded the audience: strong
voices, a lively Tevya, boisterous
bar scenes, good dancing,
choreograp hy, and costumes,a nd
an outstanding job in casting. Even
the youngest cast members,
seventh graders Diane Della
Pasque and Elisabeth Harvey,
assumed their parts with
impressiv e profession alism.
When forced to move from their •
hometown of Anatevka, the goodbyes done, the cast picked up the
~ntire set and moved it offstage
leaving Tevya behind to sing the
closi"ng song and. the fiddler
playing on the railing behind us.
Bow Street Theater, the
old home of Theater By The Sea,
down by Pier II on the harbor,
belong~ to PAPA after a group of
concerned Portsmout h citizens
asked Roy Rogosin, PAPA's artist
director, to restore the abandoned
theater. The glass paneled lobby
with tables, couches and abar give
the theater the excitemen t it
dese.rves. Th~ sloped sections offer
perspective from any seat and ·
PAPA makes excellent use of the
space they have newly acquired.
· Between the Bow Street
PAP A's
and
Theater,
professiona lism, there are reasons
to attend; See for yourself.

' THE UN:H DANCE THEATRE

PRESENT ING ITS ANNUAL SPRING CONCERT IN FINAL
PERFORMANCES TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT.
PICTURED ABOVE IS JEAN BROWN IN ONE OF THE MAN
FACETS OF THE PRODUCTION. FOR TICKET INFO CALL:
2290
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· Music ·
c91~,....I ___......,, !RJ,view
◄I

By Marc A.

]f Mamigonian

as something manufactured
mostly by Andrew Loog-Oldham,

Sullivan Show, including the
infa·m ous "Let's Spend the Night

an image that was different from
the puckish Liverpudlian's. It was
successful, as far as it went; of
course, the Beatles/Stones debate
is still going on.
Thereissomewonderful
TV performance footage, from
both British and American
television. There is a great early

sanity of any of them. Jagger is
surprisingly eloquent and
insightful and Richards is not the
burned out ex-junkie that most
peop 1e expect. o n th e contrary,
Keith seems all there and with
mental capacities intact,which is
a miracle. ·
Qui~e a few films have
been made about Stones tours or
concerts, but few have been
released or are still available.
Gimme Shelter (from the '69
tour) and Let's Spend the
Night Together (from the '81
tour) are still in wide
circulation, but the infamous
Rock and Roll Circus and the
even more infamous C-

Sucker Blues never got released.
Footage from both is included.

clip from Dean. Martin's variety
show, featuring a patronizing, eyerolling intro from Dino (he must
gonesurprisinglyuntouched. have been thinking ''Who the hell
25x5 in part makes up for this · are these losers?" and the Stones
with a thorough, if overly
reverent chronicle of rock's were probably thinking the same
about him) and a ripping version
self-proclaimed bad boys.
of "I Just Wanna Make Love To
The documentary - You." There are also several great
debunks the whole "bad
performances from The Ed

J

~

Stones was real and .how

Jll

EI~~:gv];?f§:;}~ ~t:~:::~£f)~ I-

I~~;l;f:J~f:;t~?; ~§A;f~~fi~~i ~fiij~If;~~~
attention. So quit yappin',
already.
While the Beatles
have been exhaustively
documented (Let It Be, The
Comp'feat Beatles,Imagine, plus
the weekly radio series Lost
Lennon Tapes~-plus a library
of books, etc.) the Stones, the
so-called "Greatest Rock and
Roll Band In the World," have

11

superb and Lennon's (featuring
Clapton and Richards) oft
bootlegged rendition of "Yer
Bl ues ,, 1s
· s1mp
· 1y astoms
· h.mg.
p art o fth e famous a1rp
· 1ane orgy
scene from c _:._Sucker Blues is
shown; according to the Stones,
it was staged.
The great dilemma
(well, maybe not great, but a
· dilemma nonetheless) that
emerges from the documentary

greatness, even if most of it is
deep in the past.

ii

j{f

iANDERSON:IAfusic~view ~I

!~;~~~=-~~:~ 2:::~:~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~;~~
By Cherene Alizio

Last Saturday evening Laurie Anderson descended on the Opera House in Boston for two
consecutive sold-out performances. Her striking combination of techno-pop motifs, synthesized
vocals, and biting monologues transported the audience to an ethereal sphere of avant-garde
entertainment.
Glimpses of Anderson's career as an artist surfaced throughout the show. While completing
post-graduate work at Columbia University, she taught a course on Egyptian a~d Assyrian sculpture
at nearby City College. Her teaching experience fostered a passion for working with slide projectors.
Ironically, this also marked her debut as a storyteller. When she forgot the history behind a certain
slide, Anderson would fabricate tales to cover herself. Her students proceeded to copy these accounts
into their notes, recounting them in other classes. ·
·
Saturday's anecdotes, however, were more based in satirical reality. Anderson's choice of
elaborately synchronized images, projected on a myriad of screens~greatly enhanced her musical
numbers. Nevertheless, she seemed most comfortable with her lecture routine, using but one screen
and a pointer. The audience resounded with thoughtful laughter in response to her insightful remarks
about the national debt. ''The taxpayers west of the Mississippi pay the interest, which, of course,
leaves the rest of us to pay the principle!"
·
Where does Laurie end and the violin begin?
Although Anderson vaunts a five album repertoire, including classics such as "United States
Live", "Big Science", and "Mister Heartbreak", she limited the evening's piece to selections from Strange Angels, her latest effort. While all her compositions reflected a.n inherent
wit, her final song of the evening (the feminist anthem "Beautiful Red Dress") best demonstrated her interpretation of off-beat humor and pointed social commentary. Near the
beginning she quips, "Well just the other day I won the lottery./ I mean lots of money./ I got so excited I ran into my place and said:' HEY! Is anybody ho~e?' / Nobody answered,
but I guess that's not too weird since I live alone." Later in the number Anderson interludes, "O.K.! O.K.! Hold it!/ I fust have to say something./ You know, for every dollar a man
makes, a woman makes 63 cents./ Now, fifty years ago that was 62 cents./ So, with that kind of luck, it'll be the year 3,888 befor~ we make a buck."_ Indeed, Anderson skillfully allows
her audience to lapse into a pensive appreciation for the abstract like only a strange angel could.

---ii,,:il

SUBMIT TO THE STUDENT ART SHOW ART MUST BE SUBMITTED BY FRIDAY APRIL 20TH IN THE
GRAFTON ROOM OF THE MUB
READY TO ~ G WORK ONLY. NONE WILL BE JUDGED OR REFUSED. $3.00 ENTRY FE~ PER

STUDENT

QUESTIONS? CALL TARA 742-3925 OR MARK AT 749-5144
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THE CD ·MENAGER IE OF GOODNESS
~y Marc A. Mamigonian

J,

It is time to get caught up
on some recent releases that we .
have been stockpiling in the vast
archives here at The New
Hampshire.
Rhino continues its Todd
Rundgren/Utopia/Nazz reissue
campaign with Nazz III, a solid
record· featuring nine Rundgren
compositions out of the thirteen
cuts. Todd had not quite attained
god status yet, but his flair for pop
hooks is in evidence, partictJ.larly

on more melodic songs like "Only
One Winner" and "Take the
Hand." Not as eftective is a cover
of "Kicks" (popularized by Paul
Revere and the Raiders) and, in
general, the songs that try to rock
out, but it is a pleasant listen
overall. My only complaint is with
that the CD lacks the usually
voluminous Rhino liner notes; in
fact, it doesn't even tell what year
the record originally carrie out.
Aaron Neville has been ·
blessed withonemagnificentvoice
(as opposed to those who have
been blessed with more than one)
and it is shown off to good effect
on Orchid In the Storm, a new fivesong Rhino EP. The emphasis is

By Sean Carroll

THE SHOES: EVEN PAUL MCCARTNEY LIKES THEM, AND THEIR HAIR

a. :. • .

L···· ···~·•·e······· •.••.

I
Ii!i~M ~vie,zv
9Vlusic

on ballads and love songs; Neville
is wonderful, but the musicianship
is not quite up to ,Neville Brothers ·
standards. Art' Neville joins his
brother on a medley of "This Is My
Story/We Belong Together''.
Anyone who enjoy~ this collection
should check out the Neville .
Brothers' Yellow Moon, from last
year.
What ever happened to
. Beatlesque pop? It seems .to have
all but faded from the airwaves
and charts, but there are still a few
faithful practitioners out there;
Rundgren and XTC are two of the
more visible proponents of
Beatlepop. Less visible are Shoes,
who h,ave been bouncing between
labels for the last 13 years. Their
latest effort, Stolen Wishes (on their
own labe.l, Black Vinyl Records,
out of Zion, Illinois) is loaded with
great hooks, jangling g1:rltars, and
lush harmonies. Why has this style
of pop ceased to be popular? No
one can say. Stolen Wishes has 15
strong songs; melodicism is the
order of the day. Besides, even
Paul McCartney said about the
Beatles that "we could well have
been The Shoes, you know." It
might take some doing to find this
disc, but it is well worth the effort.

SUNNY SOCIAL DISTORTI ON 9vfusic ~view ~

Social Distortion returned to the stores a month or two ago with their third album, Social Distortion. This band from southern California has been around for seven
years and three albums, counting this one, practicing a style that has largely gone out of style. At a time when punk meant something more like Black Flag, something hardcore,
these boys have consistently stuck with something closer to the original meaning of the whole movement, a return to stripped-down, simple rock and roll. Those familiar
with this group will most likely know them from their immensely successful 1988 college single "Prison Bound," which got them a large amount of much deserved attention.
Social Distortion features a searing two guitar sound, quite a bit of which is, surprisingly, accoustic/electric. In fact, the band has been developing a western style
since their last album, which sounds heavily influenced by Johnny Cash. This is continued on their latest disc, which includes a cover of the Man in Black himself, in the form
of "Ring of Fire", which may just be the best track here. It's updated to fit in with S.D.'s hardriving sound but still.retains a surprising amount of the original's feel. Maybe
the two styles are not so different as they might seem? At any rate, lead singer and m~in writer Mike Ness manages to pull off the vocals in a style somewhere in between
Cash himself and the demented ravings of Shane Gowan of the Pogues.
Despite the presence of such greatness, the rest of the disc, all originals, holds up quite well. All of it has a pretty mean edge, but there is at the same time plenty
of variety here, both musically and lyrically. Ness writes in a simple style that packs a strong punch, from their few more upbeat anthems like "Story of My Life" , a subject
they really seem more at home with, a kind urban rock and roll blues. "Ball and Chain" is the best example of this; the weight Ness seems to want to get rid of is his life itself.
Several of the songs, in fact, flirt with the idea of death and suicide.
Yet, somehow the album manages to be just one shade lighter than completely grim. I suspect it has to do w ith the v ibrant and very much alive music that counter
Ness' lyrics. Whate·v er the reason, it is certainly an album well wmth a listen.
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Spring is liere,
tlie grass is sprung.
CJ'lie .'J{g,w j{ampsliire needs
'Editors,
Li~ {adders need a rung I
So come do'Uln liere
'Io room 151 .
.9Lrts! Sports! 'J{g,ws! ·
'We needgifted dudes ..
![or eacli one!
· So don't be {ame,
Mosey on over and app{y!
9""ou get casli! 9'ou get tliri{fs!
Set your tliouglits fre~, ·
.9Lndf {y, f {y, f {yI
:J-[ugs andforbidden Kisses, ·
Laura, 'Terri, and 1(jm
.,

~unny Sunny 'Bunny!

l.
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PERSONAL? ~
FOR SALE?
HELP WANTED?
HOUSING?
LOST & FOUND? .SERVICES?
~
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DRIVE!·

. '

BUSINESS
OFFICE' .·. .
ROOM 110B .
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MUB
862-1323 ·_ -

A Public Service Message From
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

AND APPLY FOR A JOB
AT THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
~

-

-MANAGING ·EDITOR
-NEWS EDITOR
-ARTS EDITOR
· . -SPORTS EDITOR
-FORUM EDITOR. .

-PRODUCTIO.N ASSISTANT
-GRAPHICS ASSISTANT ·
-PHOTO EDITOR
.
-DRIVERS
-REPORTERS
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VITH MY NULTI MILLION Dol.lAR

. JU5T IMAGINE. MY
HAI>I CHARACTER ',/ILL.
IJE E.V£RY'WHERE' .' r. VI.
T-SHIRTS! ACTION ••.
FIGUft.£5! BREAKFAST'
ct:.R£AL5/ · MOVIES f ·

ROYAL TI£5, . I
cAN EUY ANiTHINGI

HOUSES/ CARS I ALL.
TH£ ABBA. c./)/sf

WOMEN •••

SIL/....Y fVTTY!

HAGKS HALL
HAVING vusT D15COVERED
A SECf?E1 CONSPl/?ACY
TO TURN LLN..H. INTO
C0N[)05 AND SHOPPJN&MhLL~ ALEX &ILLJ5
LEAP.5

tNTtJ

ACTION

A>.. ,11

THE MASKED MOR0Nf

soPE&GUY_

Sf Obr ·ff· .

no

ATTENTION: DO NOT ATTEMPT .

TO DRA\.J ACARTOON AFTER
XoRe.. DRINKING ATWO LITER BOTTLE
. OFLOlJ CALORIE EGGNOG.
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The New Hampshire
.............
· ■·····
.········ ·
....... .......
. . . .

is looking for a

•

■

••

•

■

••

·Business Manager
• . great business experience

• looks good on a resume~
-:.

'

_\

~.

• compensated p(?sition . · ·
applications and more information available
,_
in room 110B; MUB
-, .,_. ·

.

Application Deadline: April 11th ·•. ··

1 ·and Yoll ,
Drinking any amount of Alcohol and driving
puts you in jeopardy. You can be prosecuted for
~- ..di:iving ·wp.ile impaired North ·carolina for
· Breathlyzer readings much less than .10.-

in

.- If You Do Drink & Drive:
: *No Plea Bargaining If Caught. ·
· *Automatic License Suspehsion For Refusing Breathalyzer.
*Suspen4 Driver's License 1 year For Underage Attempt To Buy _Alcohol.
*Confiscate Your Car If It Happens Twice.
· You're A .Criminal If:
*Under 19 and Possess Beer or Wine (21 for Liquor).
"
*Under 19 and Use A Fraudelent ID To Buy Beer Or Wine (21 For Liquor) .
. *Drive .With An Open Beer, Wine, Or Liquor .
. And It Can Get You:
* $500 Fine and 6 Months In Prison (If You're ·19 or 21 And ·
Help Someone Break The Law).
* $2000 Fine and 2 Years In Prison (If You're Over 19 or 21 And
Help Someone B_reak The Law).

1

,·

4 Loc;gtJgns
•Rochester ,Rec. JKA Karate
-Farmington Rec, JKA Karate
•llle Works Athletic Club

Karate Program
• UNH Shotokan KarQte Club

-Non Pront Organization
-City Sponsored Community

Programs
-Martial Aris SUpplle$

-Glft Certificates Available

What is better than cold hard

$$$CASH!'

APRIL 1ST - 30TH, 1990

~~

cjl,tR;

~fnWhat ·

·That'~.

DOLLAR

G·R·A· P·E· V·_l· N· Eposter

It's like getting a 31% discount on
gas, gifts, dining, appliances, clothes
·
and somuch more!
Listen to It.OJT for dates and time when you can
Buy your llOJT 69 cent dollars. Dollars are on

sale weekly.

13

Continental

Cablevision
We put everything on the line•for you-

The New Hampshire
·5erv1ng the University of New Hampshire Community"

To get a blockbuster movie, you
get in
oould find your

cg_ ,

your~ ,drive to the

ffrfil{t,

open the ~ ,search the hit movie
1'3Ck for something worth -4'--►ing,
.~ , ~ drive back
g<J, to the~)
.Q_,park your ~,wipe your
turn on your 1§, watch ,
your movie, and worry about
.
taking it back in the-~

~-rJ,

Orpm.callc.-i,i,,,lal~-enler-lilaoiell11im<.
Eolortaimnall Made to Onkr!
0-,,

· 742-2393

.l!!!!!e!!!!.
M-7101

~

436-3555 .

For Info.

on these

DJ

PORTLAND
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA

MUSIC DIRECTOR AND CONOUCJOR

PRESEN1S

Guitarist CHEI' A
ll TIUDPortland
City Hal Audit

~~ml 9lH ~
The Portland
Symphony and
Ballet company
Youth Concert
"Once Upon a

~~Rll 241116 2~111

"Alexander Nevsky"

.·.·.•··1,,st~li>: for.tli.e .·,Pra.JJev:iP.~. ·• R~port OD
KOST Radio and look<for uS .on
o.n tinen.ta l .C abJevisi on·a.nd right her
in the New Hampsh ire
' ', , I I - '

.- -..

.. . J;

~·;·;;;;;1;111~; i:i~;g:~P~:-~,:~~ :~~ti~~~:r:~~2~~~:{:E~{*:: ;@~¥

- J W&t'# , , •

TOWN OF DURHAM
DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLIC w ORKS
.

------------Full_. or part time sales pos 1· ti'on

Employees wanted to assi'st m
· general
public
works
maintenance
and
constr cti
.
f
h
.
u on proJects or t e summer
in the following departments:
Highway Department, Buildings and
Grounds, Wastewater Treatment
Facility. Mustbeavailablefortheentire
summer-May28thorearlierthrough
August 31, 1990 and must be 18 years
of age.
RATE: $6.50/hour.
Applications available at the Durham
Town office, Personnel Department
through April 20, 1~90. THE TOWN
OF DURHAM IS AN AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

available. Excellent income, no
experience
necessary,
will
now' 659 9927
Pl
1 train. Call
·
· ease eave message.

Bay. If you love children and need a
private P1ace tO stu d Y, P1ease call 772' 7083 ·

'i: :.~; :;~;: ~;~~:; ~; ;.

, •

nd

ADOPTION: Love a security await
your
infantproud
in ourgrandparents,
family. We have
big sister,
and aa
large extended family nearby with an

lease; $360 monthly plus oil heat. 603659 2655 - - - - - - - - - ---.....,....-·
Newmarket Studio - Includes hot
water. Paneled, carpeted, full-bath,
launderette, parking. Security deposit,
no pets, negotiable lease. $295 monthly
plus heat. 603-659-2655.

Representati've wanted. for offi'ci·a1 abundance of love. Expenses paid.
Legal/ confidential. Please call Eileen
E.arth Day products including: and Tom. (203 )_298 _9028 collect.
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government biodegradable cleaning products, nonjo?s - yow: _area. Many openings ' animal tested personal care products Need something·but don't know what
without waiting list or test. $17,840- and the nutritional products of the office at UNH can help you? Contact ~ewmarket 2 bedroom. First floor,
country location, full bath, launderette,
$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext AntarcticaExpedition+U.S.SkiTeam. STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
R18587
Excellent income opportunity for full Room 208, Huddleston Hall, 862-2050'. ~il heat, panelled, plenty of parking,
inexpensive utilities. No pets, security
orparttime. 603-394-7497
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR deposit, short or long term lease
ATTENTION:
EASY
WORK
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO available .. 603-659-2655
EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble
products at home. Details (1)602-838- jobs - your area. Many immediate $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective:
openings without waiting list or test. Fundraiser. Commitment: Minimal. RENTAL - HAMPTON BEACH
8885. Ext W-18587.
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero THREE BEDROOM HOUSE FULLy
Hey! We want you!!! Positions EXTR18587
Investment. Campus organizations, FURNISHED REASONABLE $450/
EMPLOYER.
clubs, frats, sororities call OCMC: 1 MONTH CALL 617-246-1431 / 245available for the 1990-91 Granite
Looking for a sorority, fraternity or (800) 932-8472, ext. 10
0733 AFTER 6:00 PM
CASHFORGOLD. TheGoldExchange yearbook. Business mgr., Advertising
student organization that would like
will pay immediate cash for your gold mg_r., Production mgr., Office mgr.,
tornake$500-$1,000foraoneweekonFor Rent: NEW 5 bdrm 2 bath home
in any form. 743-4796. Leave a Chief Photographers, Senior Section
campus marketing project. Must be
Coordinator,
Literary
Ed.,
Photo
for up to 6 students in Dover Lake
message.
editor, Sports editor. $$, experience, organizedandhardworking. Call Bode
neighborhood. Bring your canoe!
resume
material & fun. Applications or Elizabeth U. at (800)"592-2121
· Teachers - Rochester ·_apartment, $1100 per month, reduction if
INTERESTED IN BECOMING A
immaculate2 bedroom, kitchen, dining committed by April 30: Avaib1ble6/l
STUDENT
ADMISSIONS dueApril20862-1599. Room 125MUB. ATTENTION: HIRING!
CRUISE
& living rooms, heat, hot water -Act now for best buy! 749-4558 9am
REPRESENTATIVE? Applications are
SHIP, CASINO, HOTEL JOBS! FREE
to5pmONLY.
,
included, laundry hook-up, garage.
now available in the Admissions Office Opportunity to enter new corporation
TRAVEL BENEFilS! Details call 1$575 per month, security deposit. NO
Gr~t House, and are due on Friday: as a distributor, and promoter of a new 602-838-8885
Ext Y-18587.
Ca~ Cod Summer Rental sleeps 6-7,
pets. 332-7215.
April 13. For more information about line of consumer goods from your own
home.
Full/part
time
with
income
- - - - - - - - - - . - - - - furnished, West Yarmouth - close to
the program, please join us for an
~ttention starving students - Do you
information
session in
the from 1,000-10,000 /month. Gtll Cl at like to talk on thephone? Wehavejust SIX SPACES available in spacious beaches, clown town Hy~nnis, and hot
868-5160
or
Derrick
at
659-2709
Newmarket home. Off-street parking, spots. Reserve early - available
Hillsborough Room of the MUB on
the right part-time job for you - •call on <:=OAST bus route, washer, two ··- weekendsforjobhunting.
Callafter5
Monday, ~pril 9, at .7:00 p~. This is
743-3261 for details. ·
·
. refrigerators, glassed-in porch, pm 508-477~3586_
your chance to share .your UNH · DON"TMISSOUT: Positionsavailable
experienc~ with, ,prospective UNH fortheAward winning1990-91 Granite
1·,:_~-~-~-o~
students,
develop . valuable yea~book for 90-91, Including:
_:_:,m_s_i:-~-%-0o_1:_\_nak_$3
....-:.:-p;-~-ick...:.
,a_tt
0
professional skills,_and be an .integral . Bu~mess Mgr., Advertising Mgr.,
OfficeMgr.,ProductionMgr.,Literary
.Avail. end of semester through Aug. fall . ~em~~Jer Room/Board/Social
part of the admissions process! ·
. Editor, I;'hoto Editor, and Chief
31 -option to rent in fall. Call Abi or $1,450 plus $100 refundable room
Confused,needhelp? Not sure where leave a message-659-2386. Rent with
deposit. Alpha Gamma Rho ca_ll for
LESBIA~ + GAYMALEStaff, Faculty, Phot~grapher. Stop by Rm 125 MUB
Andre 868-9859
to turn?
Contact STUDENT some friends!
· · ::. '
+ Students of UNH: Leisure + free today. 862-1599. _Applications due
time survey for a researc:it.dass. Call April 20 . .$$, experience, and resume . DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208
material.
·
· Huddleston Hall, .862-2050. .
Durham ·a partment: Walk to campus, SUMMER SUBLETTERS NEEDED!
862-2947 Thurs. after 5:30 p~ - Ask for
2 bedroom for 3 or 4 people call $68- Large, beautiful apt. on Main St.
Lisa. Quick, Cheap + Painless.
RESORTHOTELS,SUMMER CAMPS,
Dishwasher, washing machine, 2
1632
CONFIDENTIAL!! Thanks
'·
CRUISELINES, & AMUSEMENT
b~fhs. 6openings,femalesonly. $225/
.
'!'\,
.ma.. 868-6013.
· "' ,.,, -~,,'
PARKS, NOW accepting applications
NEWMARKET APARTMENT' FOR
~roductDemonsti:ftors. Good~$doing
·ii:
.
R~NT: 2 bedroollls, large livingroom,
m-store sampling i,n your area. Fun for summer jobs and -career positions.
kitchen &-bath.' On K-Van route plus P.URHAM. Singles, doubles, ~nd
new product. Flexible hours . . Call 1- For Free· informa:tiort package and
application; call National Collegiate
plenty of parking space available. Heat suit.es in renovated building across
800-PROMO-GO.
Recreation Services on Hilton Island
+ hot water included in rent. Some from New England Center. All units .
South
Carolina
at
1-800:-526-0396.
(9~
furniture
also available. Apt. available have kitchenettes. Ask about free
Animal Science Student wanted to
,
~ TM
Disney World vacation. Call 868,-2192._
May 1st. Call 659-5025 nights.
teach children at summer camp about - 5pm EST. M-F)
farm animals. Camp is located in
.Fox Run Mall
Durham-Beautiful3 BR contemporary Room in large, clean, private house.
Falmouth area on Cape Cod. Contact: MODELS WANTED FOR SEVERAL
Newington,
LINGERIE
VIDEO
NH
PRODUCTIONS.
house. Walking distance to campus. 250/month .i ncludes heat. Available
Ed Powers, Animal Rescue League of
THOSE
WHO
ARE
431-4355
Avail.June 1, sec. dep. req. $1200/rno. May 1, no lease, yard, W /D. Call Tues
Boston,.P.P. Box 265, Boston,MA02117 ONLY
CONFIDENT PHYSICALLY NEED
pm 6-9 p, 743-4761
faculty or staff only. 868-1676
or call (617)426-9170
APPLY.
EXPERIENCE NOT
Centrally locateed in Dover near
GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cod's NECESSARY, BUT YOU MUST BE
WITH
Karivan route. 4 bedrooms, Living
hotte!?t restaurant-bar complex. COMFORTABLE
room, kitchen, 625 includes heat. Lease
Interview weekend, Saturday, April _P HOTOGRAPHY AND SHEER
required. No pets-742-7908 between
21, 11-5, Sunday April 22, Noon -5. GARMENT$. RA TE IS FLEXIBLE,
Round-trip ticket to Green.ville, N.C.
7-9 pm
Season May 25 - Sept. 3 and more. MINIMUM $35.00 PER HOUR.
DepartApril27,returnApril29. $150
Corner or West Main and Sea Streets GREENLEAF PRODUCTIONS 433or BO. 659-8607
Hyannis, MA. COME ON DOWN! , -8418
Summer subletter needed! fall option,
Wearables - Buttons beautiful apartment, in LEE, 5 mi
ATTENTION: . EASY
WORK, Wilderness Instructors
Pens - Stickers - Etc. FROM CAMPUS, big YARD; GUITARIS1S! .Beautiful burgundy
EXCELLENTPAY! Assembleproducts · Looking for people interested in
Les Paul Deluxe w/ stock pickups,
PARKING, PRIVATE ROOM, $185/
at home. Details 1-602-838-8885 Ext. leading Wilderness trips this summer
deluxe machine heads, made before
MONTH - KEITH 659-2089
W 18587
for Mead Wilderness Base. Job includes
1975. MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY!
leading backpacking, rock climbing,
$650.00 but will bargain In order to
ferriale :roommate needed May 1st!
Mt. Biking, lake and white H2O
sell! Jonathan 862-4431 KMD double
O~n. room, washer /dryer, cheap
Adventure Trip Leaders
guitar STAND included in deal!
utilities, gorgeous apt. in downtown
Looking for students with GOOD canoeing trips. Need skilled and
Newm~ket. Call659-8613. Rent$230/
outdoor skills in Rock climbing or compassionate leaders for the summer.
Kawasaki 305 CSR Motorcycle. ,
mo.
White H2O canoeing to lead wk-end Prefer applicants that are 21 or older.
Purchased new in 1987, 5,000 miles,
adventure trips through Mead Pay is approxiip.ately $1,000 (varies
new battery,, crash bar, garage kept,
Dover Bluff Condo - 2 bedroom, 1
Wilderness Base. Get some great with experience) + room and board
must see. Best offer. 862-7585
bath, fireplace, washer/ dryer, sun
experience and some extra cash. Staff and equipment discounts. Interested:
deck, gas hec,lt, storage, weight room
training April 20 and 21. Interested Please contac~ Brent Bell,.625-6431
IBM XT Computer. New monitor, and sauna, bus route - $62,000 owner
Contact: Brent Bell-625-6431
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR
hard drive, WordPerfect, Lotus. $700.
will finance! Call (207) 676-9372
Printers: Gtizen, $75. C. Itoh, $150.
CRUISESHIP JOBS $300 to $900 BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
Panasonic LQ, $275.00. 862-7585
DURHAM - Furnished single
weekly. Summer or year round. Call $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective:
bedrooms with shared bathroom for
603-224--5227 Ext. 102 9 am to 9 pm Fundraiser. Commitment: Minimal.
Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero
Dorm Refrigerators, $60. Stereo:AM/
female students only. Available for
weekdays.
investment. Campus organizations, Resume Writing Service-Get the edge 1990-91 academic year. Private
FM,duelcassette,recordplayer,$150.
on the competition, professional
Book case/storage unit, perfect for
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government dubs, frats, ·s ororities call OCMC: service including Career Marketing entrance. Ten minute walk from T1(800)932-0528
/
1(800)950-8472,
ext.
dorm,
holds
refrigerator
Hall, off-street parking. $1150 per
jobs-your area $17,840- $69,485. Call
Network
and
Interviewing
guidance.
10
disassembles, $75. 862-7585
'
semester
including
utilities.
Call
8681-60Z-838-8885 Ext R 18,587.
13 years of Corporate Human
2217 after 4 pm.
Resources
and
consulting
experience.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
Summer Jobs Outdqors. Over 5,000 A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING
Reasonable rates, daytime, evening,
SEIZEDVEHICLESfrom$100. Fords,
Openings! National Parks, Forests, Fir_e PLUS RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY and or weekend appointments Co-ed summer housing at AGR. $.35 /
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
week, $100 deposit. Also rooms
Crews. Send Stamp for Free Details. 10 DAYS. Student groups, frats, + available. Call 431-4589.
available for faJl (males) To inquire, . Buye!sGuide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT.A
Sullivan&A~dates. 113E. Wyoming, sororities needed for marketing project
on campus. For details, plus your
18,587
caJl Andre, 868-9859. .
Kalispell, MT 59901 .
FREE GIFT, Group officers call 1~800- Typing services, 19+ years of sec. exp.;
reasonable
rates;
call
Jeannine
Dube
at
MISTRAL SST Sailboard. Super fast
Newmarket - 2 room effeciency.
START YOUR OWN CAREER in a 765-8472 Ext. 50.
603-267-6379 (home) or 603-225-1411
cruser used 4 times G.G sail originally
Includes hot water. Paneled, carpeted,

4idMiU

.,,¥U1 Wt.• ~~~~~E.~~~E?'!~
, , I-Shirts
,-' AuA{.-

Screen printing
and
Embroidery

Wholesale Pricing ·

Ylrtist on Staff

t
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TRE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 1990$1100 priced for quick sale $600. 7427024 Craig
'85 WINDSOR 10 SPEED, 22",
RAONGBIKE,SEW-UPS,5HIMANO
COMPONAN TS, BOUGHT FOR
$610.00. ASKING $350.00/ 772-6633.
ASK FOR SHAUN.

USNH. Do you believe this?
Those ''Knights" have just wiped the
blood from their fund-cutting swords
and polished their tarnished armor
with the students' money.
JIM WELLS_:_WE NEED YOUR
LITERARY TALENTS. WHERE ARE
YOU??
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!

'90 BRAND NEW LARGE GREEN
PATAGONIA PILE JACKET. NEVER
WORN. $95.00 VALUE. ASKING . KA THY -ARE YOU GOING TO READ
$50. HOME 659-7778; WORK 772- MY ARTICLE, OR KEEP WRITING
.
6633
SILLY PERSONALS ABOUT MY
TELEPHONE CALLS-IT COULDN'T
SAX for sale - Olds "Parisian" tenor HA VE BEEN MORE THAN FIVE
sax w I case + accessories. Good
condition, $425. Call LynneM-F, 8-5 at SANDY WHAT DO YOU HA VE
AGAINST WHOLE WHEAT AND
742-4455Ext. 746.
MILK
IBM Compatible Printers: Silver Reed
Daisy wheel $100. Okidata m92 dot Oaudine, Happy 21st. Downtown will
never be the same. Love Gina. P.S. If I
matrix $150. Tom@ 862-4105
bring the keg can I work the door?
NISHIKI mountain bike, mint
Abolish empty wallets!
condition, seldom used.
IF THIS IS YOUR AD, YOU Got ideas fort-shirts? Tum them into
ATTACHED NO NAME OR PHONE money- low production cost. T-Shirts
Plus 431-4355
NUMBER, SO THE AD IS DOING
YOU NO G00D. CALL THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE OR COME TO RM 110B Rinn,
Hey roommate! I can't wait! We'll
TO RENEW THIS AD.
have the time o' our lives. I love you
ATTENTION - GOVERNMEN T sooo much. Tim
SEIZEDVEHICLESfrom$100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus APRIL!!APRIL?? TELEPHONE'S FOR
YOU.
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885. Ext.
A18587.
Happy 20th Karen and Sally!! No
Frig, 2.5 cu. ft. $75 or B.O. Colonial more .young-uns! Love from your
Style Love Seat and swivel Rocker $125 fellow birthday week buddy. (P.S. Hi
or B.O. All in excellent condition 868- Ninja Master!)
2899
Kelly Cristin Waples CONDITIONIS EVERYfHING : 1984 Mylittlestrump et. lmissyourbotto m.
SUBARU GL-10 station wagon. Nudge Nudge poke poke. SAY NO
Interior spotless. No body rust. Most MORE. -Muffin Head
options. Have all records. $3250. 868DeeDee Breen your stuck with it now!! ·
5122.
Ha Ha Ha!! -Love your roommates!
Excellent first car 1985 Nissan Sentra
Wagon. Great condition, automatic K ELLEN HOPE YOU SEE THIS
transmission. Call Dana evenings 'CAUSE,THIS IS A FIRST FOR ME TO
PpTON~IN. LOVEYourHu gawhat?
743-3703.
Wooden desk & chair. Scratch-proof
surface on desk & padded seat. Both
are in excellent condition. Call Heather
at 868-9711

Bill-Why am I her~?-Ted

What's the DEAL?
Hello Sue King! Thanks for setting me
straight on a certain situation. How
many days until your birthday? - .
Kristi
To the White Whales of Ft.
Lauderdale-Y ou need to sun your
'
BUNS!
Sue Porter - quee oar goddess good luck tomorrow!!
PHI MU ANNUAL ROCK-A-THON -1
to benefit Children's Miracle Network
Telethon. April 119-4in the Merrimack
Rm in the MUB.

How was I suppose to know? Tell me,
HOW? I made a mistake, I'm sorry.
Will I ever be forgiven for this
tremendous error? If it comforts you
any I didn't like the "mis-named' A3
member either. But I just assumed he
belonged, how was I to know? I am so
so sorry. ·

PEAVEY AMP, Renown 400 Guitar
Amp, 200 watts, 2x12 cab, excellent
condition $250_or BO call mare 7434563

HEY BARB-TEQUILA!!!!

Soloflex exercise machine. Good
condition, excellent for entire body
workout. 868-2803 or 964-6459 ·

TheBALFOUR Manisheretoda yfrom
10-3 in the MUB to offer you up to $80
off ~our class ring. Come and see!

1982 Subaru CL wagon 5 speed; body
good condition some rust, Interior
great condition. AM/FM cassette radio
$1100 or B.O. Call 742-5205
WORD
PROFESSION AL
PROCESSING FOR ALL REPORTS,
THESES, CORRESPONDENCE, ETC.,
TAPE TRANSCRIPT ION, LASER
EXPERIENCE D,
PRINTING.
REASONABLE, QUICK-RETU RN.
JANET BOYLE, 659-3578.

-

Lost! Prescription eyeglasses. Tortoise

shell/ gold frame. If found PLEASE
contact Kim at 743-6723. I need to see!

Happy 23rd B-day Parksey! You big
stud.
The state legislature cut UNH's
funding and now claims to be "on the
students' side" in their suit against

Good Luck UNH Crew teams. Kick
some green ass this weekend!

Have you ever seen someone
hypnotized? If not, come see Bob
Chase perform hypnosis in the
Strafford Rm. at the MUB on April
11th at 7:00 - Be there!
JEFF M.
You are an inconsiderate ASSHOLE,
you better make it up to her (or you
will suffer)! -BECKY'S FRIENDS
In the mood for food? Come to Phi
Mu's Spaghetti Dinner. April 8, 1990.
4:00-6:00 pm at Phi Mu. Tickets $3.00
from any sister; $350 at the door.

You wouldn't, by anychance,hav esix
fingers on your left hand?

College is great. Pick up a copy of the
,Award winning 1989 Granite
yearbook- Only $5- Room 125 MUB!
Honestly! Is it really that hard to clear·
your own tray at the dining hall? You
ADOPTION: Are you in need of help?
big strong football players, especially
We are too. Young, happily married
Don't
it.
handle
could
1
those in Area
coupleis eager to become
professional
insult yourself. Are you really that
Mom & Dad. We offer a baby love,
dumb?
happiness, security & much more.
Please call Jay and JoAnne collect
On a cool spring night would you offer
anytime at (802)235-2312.
RED
the
with
wolf
the
to
throat
your
ROSES?
SUPER RAN heroically jumps in front
of dangerous gun man to save M.U.B.
from robbery on the 1st of April,

I must admit the water drenched boat
race was a very good joke; Page
. splashed me and I thought I would
choke; But next time you won't fool
The Smoke
My Brown Wool Coat with a key inside
that you took from Beta on Thursday.
Could you Please Return it to Delta
Zeta.

YES YOU TOO CAN OWN YOUR
OWN ROCK HARD CAFE UNH TSHIRT. YOU KNOW YOU WANT
ONE. SO LOOK FOR US. WE'RE
SELLING THEM DOOR TO DOOR.
DON'T BE LEFJ' OUT. BUY ONE!!

Whit andKel
Three is the magic number
No more, No less!!
Ha! See ya - love Joy

ALL YOU CAN EAT! Phi Mu's
Spaghetti Dinner. April 8 from 4:00 6:00 pm at Phi Mu. Tickets $3.00 from
any sister, $3.50 at the door.

Kelley, Kim, and Frenchie:
Why are you laughing? Because the
grandmother loves to drink with the
]?es ties? We have to get together soon
-Smoka!

So I think that if you got an invite to the
big bash, -you better go, or give it to
someone else because they are
valuable. Get it?

What do the MUB, gold rings & $80
haveincommon ? You! Comeseehow
to get $80 off your BALFOUR class
rings in the MUB today 10-3.

BALFOUR CLASS RINGS has
selection and savings! Save up to $80
on your class ring today in the MUB
.
10-3.

PARACHUTING May 5th- Go wild,
risk and experience sky country! Jump
out of a plane and glide back and forth
across the sky!!! .$85 deposit needed in
theNHOCofficerm.129MUBA.S.A.P.
or call 862-2145 for more info. Bring a
friend - There's a 15 person limit so act
quickly and fly! Thanks!

GlenU.S. V.S. Jamaica
2 boyfriends out, batter up

· Laura Dearne wouldn't know good
music if it came up and sucked a hickey
into her vo,l uptuous bottom. ·

FINANCIAL
A
SUFFERING
BURDEN HERE AT THE BIG STATE
Come see what BALFOUR has to offer
U? COME SEE THE STUDENT JOB
you. A great selection plus up to $80
BOARD IN THEMUB TO VIDEOTEX
off your dass ring in the MUB today
FOR VARIOUS JOBS IN THE AREA.
from 10-3.
DON'T HA VE ANY HOT SUMMER
PLANS? HOW ABOUT A SIMPLE
I was invited to The New Hampshire
SUMMER CAMP JOB OR EVEN A
I feel so priveleged. I don't
bash.
A
CHALLENGIN G POSITION AS
know what to say. I'm touched.
LIFEGUARDATONEOFTHEMANY
FINE BEACHES HERE IN THE .
To all my friends I miss SO much at
GO TO THE
NORTHEAST .
UNH - Spain is great but I CAN"T
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE ON
waittoseeyoua llagaininMay! Good
FOR
MUB
THE
OF
FLOOR
THE TOP
on your finals and see you when
luck
MORE DETAILS.
I come home! Love, Pauline
I would like to take this chance to
ADOPTION: A loving home is ·
make a correction for a personal which
waiting for the baby (inf. -6mos.) who
made a false statement. This personal
will become part of Steve & Chris'
is
which
club
mis-represente d a secret
family. If you're considering
entitled A3 by stating that a certain
adoption, please call their adoption
person belonged to the club. This
advisor, Dawn, at Friends in
secret
the
person does not belong to
802-235-2312 (collect).
Adoption,
club. Please omit his name from your
memeory and please don't ever use
1990-91 UNH CHEERLEAD ING
the name George in assaciation with
TRYOUTS:
SQUAD
secret club entitled A3.
INFORMATI ONAL MEETING
SUNDAY, APRIL 8, MERRIMACKWe love our PI-IlS.
SENATE ROOM IN MUB AT 8:00 .
Keep up the eood work!
PM. Contact: Deana Coakl.e v or Kim
Varney 868-2511
your
to
message
farewell
Send a
favorite graduating senior. Ad space
Women's Issues in Literature. Free
in the 1990 Granite yearbook. small discussion. Bring material. Men and
Room
$20.
large
$10,
$5, medium
women authors encouraged. Thurs, 7
125MUB.
PM Chesire Rm. Contact: 862-2259

Alison and Mike.. .l can't wait until
Saturday night (or morning in your
case, Mike)-I'm trying to lose 200
ATTENTION - GOVERNME NT pounds before then so I don't break
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM $100. anymore barstools. Getreadytopar ty
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. , with the sound of a live band! I wanna
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 drink til I puke. Are you going to join
me? love and lust/ Delores.
EXTA 18587
Avatar Consignment Shop
Windy Knoll Village
62 Portsmouth Ave. Stratham, N .H.
Gowns, jewelry, collectibles,
handicrafts, men's, women's,
children's, (infants - 6x) cl6thing.
Hours: Tuesday - Saturday: 9:30-5.
Thursday: 9:30-7

·PASTA, PASTA, PASTA! Phi Mu's
Spaghetti Dinner Sunday April 8th
from 4-6 at Phi Mu. Tickets on sale for
$3.00fromanys ister,$3.50atth edoor.

JOAN - (from Andover) I met you in
Daytona on Spring Break. I'd love to
hear from you! Please Call. -Bill
(from UMASS) 413-549-4073
TOM - Thank you for the most, well,
interesting 1.5 years of my life. I love
you! -Alaina
To the Sisters of KAPPA DEL TA:
Congratulation s on the -Greek God
Contest! It was a great job for a great
cause. Love, the Sisters and Phis of
PHI MU.
HEY UNH ... Are you ready to take
a walk on the Wild Side? ·Springfling
1990 featuring Residence Hall Week
Take a walk on the Wild Side! Little
Sibs Weekend 1990, fun & fantastic
fair!!
ATTENTION! Have you ever run a
PICTURE PERSONAL in THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE? Well PLEASE come
claim your pictures! Sure, they're
nice - but we don't want them
anymore! Come to Rm 110B, MUB.
LESBIAN+ GAY MALE Staff, Faculty
+ Students of UNH: Leisure + free
time survey for a research class. Call
862-2947 Thurs. aftei;- 5:30 pm - Ask
for Lisa. Quick, Cheap, + Painless.
CONFIDENTIAL!! Thanks
The BALFOUR man is here to offer
you up to $80 off your purchase of a
BALFOUR class ring. In the MUB

Bob Chase the HYPNOTIST will be at
the MUB in the Strafford Rm. April
11th at 7:00 PM. Watch people be
hypnotized!
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold
Exchange will pay immediate cash for
yourgoldinany form. 743-4796. Leave
a message.
IIC evaluate·s markets & industry for
future employment potential.
International trade information,
foreign brothers and import/ exportin
20 countries as well as other
informations, SASE for list of
information: IIC, Box 5128, Dept -1,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03802-5128
Monday Commuter Week Special meet the candidates and see what they
can do for you. At 12:00 in the MUB
Hey grEEk gEEk
Thanks for the fun time Sat Nite. Lets
do it again really soon and keep that
plant smiling!!! your Buddy EE gEEk

a

special talent making
crafts, t-shirts, etc. call 862-1001 and
sell your stuff at the Spring Week flea
market scheduled for April 26th.
Outside on T-halllawn. Call for details!

If you have

ORDER YOURS NOW!! Whittemore
School of Business sweatshirts. Gray
with blue lettering. Mostly large,some
extra large. $20 deposit with order $15 with delivery of sweatshirt. SEE
LEEANN in Devine 222 for details.
Great gifts for birthdays and
graduation!
LAUREN GINSBERG happy 19th
birthday
KIM O'GONNELL happy 20th
birthday
Have a great time celebrating!!! Love
-Em &Cara

Take a Walk on the Wild Side!!! Pick
up a copy of the Award Winning 1989
Granite yearbook. $5 Room 125 MUB.
,.BE A POLITICAL ANIMAL,.
Work on a political campaign this
summer: Gubernatorial, Senatorial or
Congressional, For Info call Matt: 8624525
RING, RING, RING-Gass ring thatis.
Come see the selection of BALFOUR
ringsin theMUBtoday l0-3. Upto$80
off!
THENEWHAM PSHI~EHASE XTRA
PAPERS TO BE :RECYCLED. If you're
interested please fOme to rm 110-B in
the MUB and pick them up.
Come see the HYPNOTIST on April
11th at 7:00 pm in the Strafford Rm.
Come early - doors open at 6:15!
Commuter Week is April 9-12. Come
to the table in theMUBforinf oon your
rights and more!
Take a Walk on the Wild Side. Spring
Week 1990. April 20-29th. You've
never seen anything like it.
Dear Gorden, Joe, Brad, Bill, .Scotty,
Todd, Howie, CJ, Tigger, Rob, Aaron
-and (of course) AL: I wanted to send
you a personal THANKS for being
completely AMAZING in the contest.You were the BEST. Keep up that
"well roundedness." Chaz

...
Save big on your class ring today! Up
-to $80 off from BALFOUR class rings.
Come see the selection & savings in
_the MUB today 10-3.
Pikes: Important House Meeting
Monday 9 pm H.S. Scott Lincoln
Want a quiet place to live? Try
HUDDLESTON HALL. 24-hour quiet
dorm. For an application see Joanne
Pearl in Hetzel Rm 128

i
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Bring canned food or money to your
dining hall to help HUDDLESTON
HALL feel the hungry April 23-27.
Suzanne
Something nice ,
Shawn, Sean and Kirn- Hey! That was
fun! Lets do it again soon.!! ·Better
than NYC, eh? I think we are pretty
darn cool.
Hey G.D. Doug! Thanks!!

TNH

Stu -- These last two years have
been a whirlwind -of bliss and joy. I
have felt myself being sucked into
'the vortex of your healing love and
teeth-chipping kisses. Thank you,
Stu, for giving me my life.

Personals?
For Sale?
Advertising?
Housing?

Business
Office!
Room ·110B
MUB
862-1323

Join us
in a _lazy,
sunny
st~oll
through
the
Meadows
of Glory

Managing
Editor,
production
assistant
positions
available
4 for next
year.
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~ . . AT. TENTION_'.·._PL_EASE_·.

,◄ youR

WHO'S GOT THE AREA'S BEST DARN BBQ AND
FRIED CHICKEN TAKE-OUT?
'

.

***************************
WHO'S GOT THE HOTTEST BUFFALO WINGS
AROUND? ·

***************************
HOW ABOUT THE "BIGGEST AND BEST"
. ·.. -su-ss-SYRIANS-BULKIES?
.

11

.

~

'

TH E CHOICE IS CLEAR

11
·

_,,,,,,

.

COMING
SOON!!!

·

[0 ·

LATE NIGHT FOOD

FAST
TAKE-OUT
----- WITHOUT
WAITING

We will be OPEN 24
HOURS on 'Thursday, . _
Friday and Saturday! For .
all your Food, Snack &
Grocery Needs!

CALL
~~~AHEAD
868-2521 .

CONVENIBNTSUPERSTORE
38 MAIN ST.

I

DURHAM, NH

"YOUR .ONE STOP STORE"

STORE HOURS
SUN-WED
7 AM TO-MIDNIGHT
-THUR, FRI, SAT
7AMTO 1AM

..
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Wo nie n tra cks ter s
pla gue d bY inj uri es
Leid y 'Cats open sea son
at UR /Inv itat ion al
By Kirn Armstrong
Young seems to be the theme
to this year's women's track team.
With four key tracksters out, Coach
Nancy Krueger will look to her
youngsters to get the job done.
"Last year we placed second
in New England," said Krueger.
"We have the potential of a very
strong team. Five to six people are
hit with stress fractures and mono.
Wewon'tbea bletoshoww hatwe
really have until next year."
Those who l~ok good and will
get the nod to help carry the team
along this season are junior Carol
Weston, the New England champion in javelin and discus. Last
year Weston took third in the javelin and fifth in the discus in the
ECA C's. She also holds the school
record for discus with a throw of

,:~ ·Th:,:!!:;

147 feet, ·nine inches. Senior"'Dawn
Enterlein will continue her success
in the 800-meter, 3000-meter, and
the two-mile relay. She was second
at the New Englands last year in the
1500-meter.
"I think we have a good variety
of people for both track and field
e_vents," sa~d Enterlein. "I think that
will help increase o~r team's sµccess."
Senior Jen Briggs will be the
5km and 10km specialist and Tamara
Toselli, also a senior, will help out in
the 1500-met~r and two-mile r~lay.
"Laura Schofield, Amy Brown,
Kristine Grange, and Ali Wannop
are the four healthiest sprinters right
now," said Krueger.
"It ' s
still a very young group. T~is year
was plagued with injury."

_ The four key runners who are
on the injured listright now are
sophomore Kristy Downing
(stress fracture) ,sophomore Heidi
Pollet (shin problems), freshman
Heidi Krueg (stress fracture) and
freshman Meghan McCleary
(mono).
"We're looking for a good
spring," said the optimistic coach.
This weekend the team is looking
to "get out on the track and not
worry about a wholelot," she said.
"We'll try to do better the second
half of the season."
The 'Cats will travel to the
University of Rhode Island for a
nor.1.-point meet against ~he Rams '
this Saturday. The meet has an 11
a.m. start.
·

1

crew team will show off ill Durham this weekend as
they face some of the toughest crews in NewEngland. (file photo)
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The Final Stage
plays new age...

Sunday 11 pm to midnight
Tune in and r~lax to 'The Final Stage'

:!!!!!IIIIJ,!!!ll!~ltll!ll!!:i!li~!!l'!!li::!iilli!i! i i: :i: : t:::j: ::::::::n::>
HICKORY
POND GOLF
COURS E AND

ar three
course

DRIVIN G

RANGE

OPENING THIS SPRING
*uNH Faculty and Staff Golf LEAGUE

*
*
.ilfr. WILDCAT GOLF SCHOOL

Specializ ing in JUNIOR and
BEGINNE R GOLF Programs
Senior Citizen Day 1t'Ladies Day

e

I

.

and more...

........ For further information call Betty or write:

Rte. 108, Stagecoa ch Rd.
Durham; NH 03824
(Located 2 miles south of UNH)

659-6 565

WESTON, from page 3 6 - - - - - - - - - UNH, Weston performed at Division I caliber in both ice hockey
and track and field. Last year, she
was the new England Cham pion
in two track and field events, the
. javelin and discus. She also man-·
aged to break the school record in
the javelin. She went on to the
ECAC's, placing third and fifth in
her events, respectively.
This year, as a junior, Weston:
added soccer as a third sport. She
had played on the boy's team in
high school and wondered what it
would be like to play at UNH. "I
didn't want to be kicking myself
for not trying out."
On the field, \iyeston plays
with intelligence and intensity. As
soccer coach Marjorie A,nderson
explained, Weston demonstrates
exceptional play-making abilities.
As a player, she is very team oriented. "Carol strives to make her-

self better while bringing out the
best in others," said Anderson.
The fine qualities that make
Weston a Division I player carry
over from season to season, sport
to sport. After her rookie year on
the soccer team, she was ready to
get back on the ice. It must have
been a fifth grader's dream come
true when the UNH women's ice
hockey team won the ECAC Championship. Weston's biue eyes were
dancing, when all she could say
was, "Winning the ECAC's this
year was the best feeling I've ever
had."
After two team-orient ed
sports, Weston welcomes the individual emphasi~ of track and field.
Coach Nancy Krueger described
Weston as the kind of athlete track
and field needs.
"She has a lot of natural talent
and is not just in pursuit of herown

goals," said Krueger.
Carol Weston doesn't set
goals. Echoing a familiar NIKE
commercial, -she repeatedly told
me, "I just do it."
In addition to defending her
two New England championshi p
titles, Weston will be taking on a
new event this year; the hammer
throw. But because she doesn't
train for these events year-round
as her competitors do, she anticipates tougher competition and
welcomes it.
Weston enjoys a variety of
sports, due to the fa~t that she
doesn't specialize. Although her
course load · will determine her
i:nvolvementin athletics next year,
Weston hopes to continue with ·
soccer, hockey and track. As ifthat
isn't enough variety, she added
jokingly, "I'v~ always wondered
what lacrosse is like ..."
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Men's track to face New Englan d
Champ ions in season opener
"We could set up against Division III c.reampuffs and go 12-0, but that's nq way to
improve." -UNH Head Coach Jim Boulanger
By Kim Armstrong
Competing in Division I. It's
a tough job. It's making a choice of
· going 12-0 and running with a
Division III team or battling it out
against the likes of Dartmouth,
Cornell, and UMass. Those on the
UNH men's track team chose the
latter. They like the challenge.
With the 1990 season opening up at Dartmouth, defending
New England champions, this
weekend, Coach Jim Boulanger
tries to keep in perspective of what
Division his team is in.
"The school (UNH) chooses
to be in IAA/' said Boulanger. "I
want to believe we belong in Division I. Realistically we'd like to be
in the top five (in New England)."
Boulanger stressed there is a
balance of teams they compete
against .in each Division. It balances off the season record.
"Hopefully we can recover
from the injuries from indoor,"
said Bo~langer. "This weekend all
events are cov€red with . good
people."
At Dartmouth, UNH will look
to All-American senior co-captain
Randy Hall to strut his excellence
outside. After coming off an extraordinary winter indoor season,
capturing the All-American""'b tle
. in the mile with a time of 4:03, and
placing seventh in tbe NCAA
National Championships, Hall
will run the 800-meter this weekend.
"I know I'm going to have my

head handed to me," said Hall: He
said that making the transition
from running indoors to running
· outside is difficult, and he will still
be in training for about the _next
four weeks.
The All-American also
pointed out that running in Division I is tough.
"We could set up against
Division III cream puffs and go
12-0 butthat' s noway to improve,"
said H~ll. "Our record may not be
the best but we'll be ready when
championship meets come up."
The team is working hard to
beat some of the best. "The team
"doesn'treallycometo getheruntil
meets," said Hall. "It's individual
but it's also a team. Sometimes I
miss the team aspect."
"Our freshman crop looks
good," commented Hall. He men.tioned the likes of freshmen Chris
Basha (800 /1500 meter), Pat
O'Connor and sophomore Jeff Sallade in the steeple chase.
"It's going to be their first
'taste of the steeple chase, which is
a tough event," said Hall. "It will
be good experience for the young
guys." He also mentioned freshman Mike Morin (809,-meter) '!:~ a
"youngster to watch.'.'
"Watch outfor Borromeo, the
B-Man, he's back in shape. He
looks really good," said Hall.
"It's a two edge sword," said
Coach Boulanger about the transition from indoor to outdoor. "In-

door was so good (this season)."
Boulanger is also looking at
Basha, Sallade, O'Conner, and
Morin to make their mark. Added
to that list are freshman JD Wells
(800 /1500 meter), sophomore Steve
Sarrette (800), junior Mike Cann us-·
cio (5000/10,000) and sophomore
Dan O'Shaughnessy (400).
"Some good young kids who
could sneak in fifth and sixth" places
could very much help the team
along, said Boulanger.
Along with senior co-captain
Gary Gustavson, Borromeo~ the 100
and 200 meter champion in New
England, is coming off an ankle injury which has kept him from running from the beginning of the
semester.
"He's healthy again," said
Boulanger. "Hopefully we'll see
good things."
"It's a little sore (the ankle),"
said the B-man. "But I'm going to
give it a try. Hopefully I'll surprise
some people too."
Borromeo also wants to·see his All-American Randy Hall leads the Men's outdoor track team to
team in the top five. "I'd like our victory. (file photo)
team to be ready for Easterns," said
Borromeo. "It would be nice if we
all went to Nationals but ·we're all
trying to do our best. We're really
young this year. They'll be a few
surprises."
The Wildcats will travel to
Dartmouth on Saturday, battling
against the home team, Cornell, and
UMass to start their spring season.
The meet has-an 11 a.m. start. .
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BASEBALL, from page 36 - - double.
leading 4-1, Yale rallied to 4-3
Hamilton and Batchelder which would be ultimately be the
each scored on back to back RBI final score as Yale l_eft the bases
singles by Brett Elmore and Mar.:. loaded to end the game.
tins. Yale came back with one run
UNH increases it's record to
in the third inning but UNH in- 3-2 and will play a double header
creased it's lead with two more against Central Connecticut on
runs in the fourth. In the bottom . April 7th.
of the seventh with the Wildcats

CREW, from page 36
Alex Sawyer (cox) make up the
junior varsity eight who will race at
12:15.
At 12:30, the women's varsity
eight .will race with the lineup of
Sue Porter, Kathy Goody, Gretchen
Huss, Kate Scanlon, Chris Wilson~
Alissa Edmunds, Lynn Thorne and
Sue Quigley in bow seat. Kathleen
"Cubby'' Hansburyisthecoxswa in.

Competing in the women's
varsity four race at 11 :45 will be:
Anne Marie Lozeau, Jenn Potter, ":I
Chris Weed and Joanna Meighan,
with Pam Rallis as coxswain.
It will also ~e UNH · Crew
Alumni Day and there will be afternoon races and festivities for
alumni of the UNH crew teams .
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Crew teams to host
.weeken d events on
Oyster River
By Sandy Cutshall

' j

They can be seen around
. campus. Blurs of blue, running or
biking past. Descending on Huddleston every day at 8:00 a.m., wet
and hungry and sometimes falling asleep in classe&. Finally, there
is an opportunity to see the University of New Hampshire Crew
teamsastheywillcomp eteintheir ·
only dual home meet of the sea. · son, this weekend.
The grueling training which
- UNH crew has endured since the
fall will be tested this Saturday as
the men's and women's varsity
and novice teams race against
crews from Dartmouth (both
teams) and Northeastern (women
only) on the Oyster River course.
The races will begin at 10:30
and continue through the day at
fifteen minute intervals until 1:00.
The women's varsity eight race is
at 12:30 and the men's eight is the
final race of the day at 12:45.
The race course will be 1750
meters and can be easily viewed
from the Rt. 4 bridge over the
Oyster River. TD"gettothespectator area, you can take Route 108
out of Durham past Gasoline Alley to the on-ramp for Route 4 east
to Portsmouth, take Rt. 4 to the
firstbridgeovertheriv er. Thereis
parking available at the white
church which is the first left past
,the-bridge.
This will be .t he first race of
the year for the UNH men's team
and they are feeling fairly confident about taking on Dartmouth.
"We'reprettyfastright now,"
said Junior Jim Jefferson, who is
racing in the varsity eight. 'We're
faster than we were at this time
last year."
Jefferson added that it was
hard to tell how the race would go
because the boat has not been

tested in any racing situations yet
this year .
The UNH women's team
comes to this race against Dartmouth and Northeastern, having
lost to BU in the varsity eight last
weekend, but nevertheless they
aremakingastrnngsho wingwith
both varsity and novice teams.
Varsity coach Jane Ludwig
said that the race should be a very
close one for both the varsity and
novice boats among the three
competing_schools . .
"We lost to both of these
teams in the fall, but they are both
right about where we are, among
the Eastern Sprints (Division I)
schools," said Ludwig. "It should
be a good, close race."
UNH beat both of these
teams last year, added Ludwig,
but she knew that at least the
Northeastern crew was faster than
they had previously been.
Senior rower Sue ·Porter,
stroke of ·the varsity eight, says
she feels that last weekend's race
against BU gave the boat a good
''baseline" to work off.
"Even though we lost last
weekend, we have a better idea
where we' re at and what we need
to improve," said Porter. She also
added that she hopes to see a
strong crowd of spectators out to
support the crews.
The men's varsity eight racing consists of Dave Rowse, Morrie Led with, Peter Frothingham,
Matt Baldi, Scott Andrews, Jim
Jefferson, Jeff Philbrick, and John
MacKay. Sorrell Lewis is the coxswain.
Kevin Hickey, Chris Guida,
Norman Rousseau, Moses Daly,
Rob Desrochers,John Townsend,
Walter Gregg, Craig Lowe, and
CREW, P·35
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The UNH women's crew team will face Dartmouth and Northeastern at home this Saturday. (file photo)

Wild·c ats troun ce Yale
UNH takes doubleh eader 14-1, 5-3
By Jonathan Samuels and Todd
Cleveland
This past weekend was no in the top of the first, on a bases
That
April Fools joke for the men's loaded tr_iple by Hamilton.
Carpentier
pitcher
veteran
all
was
baseball team, as they managed to
down theYale
sweep both games from the Yale needed, as he shut
three hits·
only
allowing
offense,
Bulldogs in New Haven. In the
go on
would
Wildcats
The
day.
all
first game UNH defeated Yale 14fifth, •
the
in
runs
more
four
score
to
1, as Rob Carpentier (1-1) turned
single
loaded
b"1ses
a
by
sparked
in a brilliant pitching performance,
drove in two
allowing only three hits and no · by Stewart which
inning, Yale
third
·
the
Iri
runs.
earned runs while . pitching a
of the day
run
lone
their
salvaged
complete game. Dave Stewart,'
an
scored
Esposito
Dave
when
five for five with three RBI' s, and
choice.
fielder's
a
on
run
unearned
Sean Hamilton, two for five with,
In the nightcap game, UNH
four RBI's, both paced the way in
on for a 4-3 victory despite a
held
explosion.
the Wildcat's offensive
by Yale in the bottom of
threat
late
UNH jumped out to aS-0 lead

the seventh inning. UNH's Chris
Schott came in to relieve Jim Stevens who pitched over four innings
of solid baseball. Ste½'.:art continued his hot hitting, going two for
four with one RBI. Catcher Tony
Martins also contributed offensively, going two for three with
one RBI.
UNH jumped out to the early
lead once again, picking up two
runs in the second inning. Hamilton lead off the second with a single
followed by Jon Batchelder' s
BASEBALL, p. 35

Westo n leads-three
UNH teams to succe ss
By Carolyn Sedgwick

Tri-sport-athlete Carol Weston.(Sedg,•wick, phto)

Carol Weston can't remember when she started
skating. Growing up in Bristol, Vermont as the youngest of four, she just always had a pair of skates to put
· on.
Following the path forged by her brother, Weston
was playing organized hockey by
·the time she was in the fourth
grade. As an aggressive fifth
grader, she had already decided
on a future at UNH, which included a spot on the women's ice
hockey team. That was perhaps
the only goal she ever set for herself.
During her high school career, Weston participated in
hockey, soccer, basketball and
tracl< and field.
"In high school, I never worried about what the consequences
would be, I just did it," said
Weston, who simply did what she

thought she'd enjoy at the time.
Before entering UNH, Weston
did whatalotofhighschoo lgraduates do and took a year off. She
spent this year of exploration in
Turkey1 living with a family and
attending school. It was her travels in and around Turkey that
pointed Weston toward her current major, Geography.
Even in her adventures
abroad, it was still Weston's dream
to eventually play on the UNH
women's ice hockey team. She
turned down a track and field
scholarship at UVM, which included a spot on their soccer team,
because women's ice hockey is
only a club sport there. ·
During.her first two years at
WESTON, p.34

